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IMTB0BIIGT10M

0a April 15p 1920s la South Braintreep Massaehaseitss .Frederiek A»
Parmenterp a paymaster9 and Alessandro Berardelli? a guards were shot
and killed by bandits who made off with the payroll they were carryinge
On August 23 P 1927s more than sewn years later9 lieola Sacco and
Bartolomeo Vanzetii were electrocuted for the crimes culminating a highly
controversial ease in law.

■

.

The reaction to the Saeeo-Wanzetti ease was widespread*. One recent
opinion was that "’only two other occurrences in recent years haw made a
comparable impact on the public minds

the assault on Pearl Harbor and

the sudden death of President Franklin Hooseyelto”^ Literary efforts
were stimulated# both in this country and abroad»
Maxwell Anderson wrote two plays dealing with the case— Gods of the
Lightning in 1928 and Winterset in 1935= The early play was not successful9 and is' largely forgotten by critics today0 However9 Winterset is
considered one of Anderson8s greatests if not his single greatest contri
bution to American drama«
The purpose of this thesis is to study the Sacco^Vanzetti case# and
the two plays of Anderson# with the object of finding out how a dramatist
makes use of historical material and of determining whether the passing
of time has changed his approach to that material0 If the two approaches

1
'
Arthur Mo Sehlesinger# Introduction to Go Louis Joughin and Edmund
lo Morgan# The Legacy of Sacco and Vanzetti (lew York# Harcourts Brace#
1948)# p« XVo

are different $ an attempt will bemade to evaluate the artistic merit of

The summary of the Saeeo-Vanzetti ca.se presented here is necessarily
brief and selective® The facts of the ease are complicated and at times
confused by the questionable nature of some of the evidence Offered; the
legal record occupies six volumes and covers more than six thousand pages«
The historical precis is taken from two'major sources:

a book by Felix •.’

Frankfurter (at the time professor of law at Harvard, now a member of
.the United States Supreme Court) published five months before the execu
tion of Saeco and Vanzet'ti,

and a recent book commenting on its impact,

on society and on literature (the legal chapters written by Edmund M„
MOrgan of the Harvard Law School) 0

Whenever important: evidence rele.- .

vant to this thesis is considered, the official transcript was consulted
One other, detail regarding the. matter of selectivity.in the presen
tation Of .the historical data6 The picture presented here is necessarily
sympathetic tQrthe defense argument in the Massachusetts affair.

Such

was literary judgment— the judgment of the unofficial jury of novelists,
playwrights, and poets who rendered decisions on the Saeco-Vanzetti case»
;Such was the verdict of Maxwell Anderson in 'the plays under scrutiny«.

^Felix Frankfurter. The Case of Sacco and Vanz-etti (Boston, Little, '
Brown, 1
9
2
7
)
"'v
: r
; S® Louis Joughin and Edmund 1® Morgan, The Legacy of Sacco and
■Vaaaettii.:
';
',
'' '
--’Vi' ' yt' • .v ;y .
..■:y:;.

'
’i-

^The Sacco-Vanzetti Case; Transcript of the ■record of the trial of
Nicola Sacco and Bartolomeo Vanzetti in.the courts of Massachusetts and
subsequent proceedings, 1920-7 (New York, Henry .Holt , 1928-29), 6 vols«, .
Subsequeht reference will be to the "transcript.".' y'
-t

CHAPTER I

THE HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

Io E#MT 8 PRIOR TO THE TRIAL
The Crimes 0 The South Braintree; holdup and murders were the-major
©rime in -rfche SaeeeM?anzetti- easeo The first j, and minors crime.was the '
attempted payroll robbery at Bridgewater« lassachusetts9 four months '
earliero Two men attacked a truck carrying the payroll of the L„ Q®
White Shoe. Company s The guard fired on the handits $. who soon gave up
the attempt and fled in a large passenger ear® Ho one was hurtv

:.

The South Braintree, crime was committed at about three in the
afternoon®

.

;

Parmenter and Berardelli were carrying nearly $16S000 from

the western to the eastern factozy of. Slater and Morrillj, shoe manufac-»
turers = As they .approached their destination,,, they were fired on by
two men -leaning against a fenceo

Both Parmenter and Berardelli died:

; the murderers -grabbed the payroll boxes and escaped in a larges darkcolored ear containing several other .persons o Two days later the .car was found where it had been .abandoned, by the bandits -for a smaller
vehicleo -

■ v.

\

.1

'

' v - " I"-.

'

The Arrest of Sacco and ¥anzettio- The Bridgewater attempt and the
Braintree crime were Similar in several detailss

in both there was a

gangs believed by eyewitnesses to be largely of Italian makeup, and in
both the er-iminals escaped in a care, The Bridgewater holdup ear had ;
. left the scene heading for Goehesett^ and so Chief Stewart of 'Bridgewater,
was. looking for an Italian driving a ear in Oochesetto

It the time of

the Braintree affairj Stewart ted singled out a man named Boday.whose
ear was in a garage awaiting repairs;

When the events "at Braintree he-

csjae knowny Stewart connected them-with the Bridgewater affair and the
:ear owned: by Boda. On.May 5? Vfhen.Boda and three other Italians came
for the earr they were told it was not ready -and the police were hoti- -:
'fiedo Three of the four tfere- suhsequently picked up by the police?
while Boda .himself f^as never heard of again®

■'

One of the three— Orciani--

had been working on the days of both crimes$.and was freed® The other
twoy Sacco and Vanzetti (taken on a street car they boarded after leav- ,
ing the garage) were arrested# questioned# and charged with murder® ■
The Trial for the Bridgewater Grime® ;Sacco had been at work at a

.

/ shoe factory in Stoughton on the. day -of-the Bridgewater crime# and so
■could not be tried on that count ® But Vanzetti was.an independent: fish •
peddler at Plymouth and# therefore# did not have as good an alibi®
Vanzetti was indicted and charged with assault:with intent to rob and ;
•assault with intent "to' murder # He was. tried before Judge Webster ■Thayer r
with District Attorney Frederick G® Katzmann the chief prosecutor®
.;

The trial at Plymouth for the Bridgewater crime does not concern

this 'study# and so'will be passed over here® The crime "was a minor one# '
and the trial of minor importance «■ Hotable was the fact that. Vanzetti
.refused to take the. stand and testify in his own behalf ® .The guilty
dict was brought:in by the jury# and Vanzetti was sentenced to from

ver

twelve to fifteen years« Morgan1’s o pinion is that "the defendant's
failtare to tafcs the; stand epupied^^;^^

the impeaehment of. his alibi wit

nesses explains and justifies the. verdidW'

Aetion was started toward

; -an appeal3 but the issue was. soon overshadowed by .the more important
-; murder trial» '
_■I:

■

'

:'

" ;. - v

.
THE;MURDER.ThlAl

:

f.

.Oh the laSt;day.,of Mays 1921« at -Dedham in;Horfolk County, Saeoo •
and Vanzetti were put to trial for the South Braintree, holdup and
^ ; murders. :

;'

■

-

- '

-

.

''

The judge and proseeutor were again Thayer and Katamapn®

The

formal counsel for Sacco was Ered H, loore and William Jo Callahan.
;. with.Jeremiah Jo and Thomas F 0 McAnarney 'appearing for ?anzettis. Chief
defense counsel was Moore— ”a California lawyer ?;ith a. reputation for
.vigorously defending radicals and .■workers*"
-:

; ;1 I

';

■ ,■ -

Identification Testimony. The first'testimony advanced by

. Katzmann identified Sacco and Vanzetti; as two of the gang.
'tabbed as one of the actual gunmen.

Sacco was

Frankfurter: considers this "the

only issue. . . «■ Were Sacco and Vanzetti- two of the assailants •of'";
:Parment er:and -Berardelli= or were they not?

:- .

;;•

■The.identification phase of the trial was lengthy.

. ; ; -:.:

Fifty-nine

; witnesses, appeared for the Commonwealth^, supporting the theory of the;

■■.
-

- Joughih and lorgah$ pi 55« '
h w .

;

, :

^Frankfurters,, p. 9o

: ,
'.

': ;.;

' ■ .;

: '

:y -

. . ■I

-

"

'

':f>;;

prosecution that Sacco and Vanzetti' were in South Braintree on the day.
of. the crime, that Saeeo shot Berardellli and that Vanzetti was in the
murder car. Ninety-nine witnesses testified, for the defense^ claiming
.that Saeeo and, Vanzetti were not members of the bandit gang? that ,
Vanzetti was sselling fish and-.Saceo was in'Boston arranging for a .pass
port to Italy ,so that he:might' see .his father e
-

;

. . Eive witnesses definitely identified Sacco as one of the gang. Two
of these k'ey witnesses---Mary E» Splains and Frances Devlin—-?fere working:

. in the Slater and Morrill 'factory at t he time of the crime« Hearing the
shot ? they ran to the second-stozy window^ 'and saw the bandit$s automo- .
bile cross the tracks.. Their view of the car was fleeting? their van
tage point sixty to eighty feet distant«: let Splaine testified that the
man who appeared between the back of the front seat and the back seat

a man slightly taller than I am. He -weighed possibly, from 140 to
: 145 poundso He was a muscular? - he was an active looking .man.
I noticed particularly the left hand was a good sized hand? a hand
. that denoted strength, . , . He had a gray? what I thotight was a
shirt? - -had a .grayish? like navy color? and the. face was what we
.would call clear-cut. clean-cut face» Through here indicating/
was a little narrow? just a little narrow. The forehead was high.
. The hair was brushed back and It was between? I should think?, two '
inches and two and. one-half ihehes in' length :and had dark eyebrows?
but the complexion was a white? peculiar white that looked
' 1
t greenishi
p /\ . 1 ;
yy 1 .
1
' y.
,
Q,

IS that the same man you saw at Brockton?
indie

£.

It is.

^Frankfurter? pp® 10? 11.
^Trsmscri^ is 223. '; '

7
v;

Q» Are'yoa

. .--A:.':

■ - Ao .Positive.,0

V':,/;

-

a .

\.

<

„ This vig-ual acuity M s been called ^psychologically impossible9
and explained as a false .memory developed from times after the crime
when the witness had the opportunity to study the defendant»

-

^■

■ However5 more fatal to'Splaine's testimony than the inherent im
probability of it was the contradictory testimony she gave at the pre
liminary -hearing shortly -after Sacco and Vanzetti were arrested« Then
she'.waS-.mable tovldentlfyvSaeeoi

.

;i,;

-

§6 You don' t feel' certain, enough in your position to say he is
- the man? v
;
... .
'
Ao

1 don't think my opportunity afforded me the right to say tie
is the man=9
..
i
. .

.Confronted with the contradietory testimony^ Splaine first main
tained that the stenographer's toinub.es were inaccurates then later
withdrew that claim and 'explained*

"from the observation 1 had of him

in the 'Quincy court and/ the comparison of the man.I saw in the machine?
on reflection I was stu*e he was the same man

^Dr„ Morton Princes professor of abnormal psychology at Harvards
quoted by .frankfurter^ po 13°:A'-'-’i
'/Ar': '■.' . A
'' '
......
8, '
' '■
A:
S
'm

■'Splaine':8s eo-workers Devlin9 offered similar testxmonys and— again
contradictory identification,. with doubt at the preliminary hearing be
coming eeftaifety at the t r i a l S h e .explained? '"At the time there I had
in my own mind that he; was the mans but on account of the immensity of
the crime and everytMngg, 1 hated to say. right out and o

u

t

•' .

::r Two other shoe factory workers— Ferguson and Pierce-*-had views: of
the bandits comparable to those.of Splsine.and Devlin$ and were not able
to make any identification^^ ." .

.

'

I third Important identifieation witness for the Commonwealth was ..
one felser, a young shoe-cutter§ who claimed to have gone to his window
and viewed the crime for 81about a minute11^ after he heard shooting.
He identified Sacco as one of the murdererss
.
:
. Ao

■

Do you see in the court room the man you saw shooting
Berardelli that day?
■- hi
. -:'
■; 'p
Well/ 1
wouldn’t say it was
of; him«® -o'
..
-;v ■" :

himy hut he is

•,'.i

adeadimage

Q-0 Yon say you wouldn11 .say it is hims but he is the dead image
: . - f of him?I What do you mesji by that?
'.
... .
' -A'.,* Wellj he -has got the same appearancee

But Pelser8s testimony was also counter to his earlier'statement that

M! did not see enough to be able to identify a n y b o d y H e admitted
this .o h eross-exEmdhatlono

;

-

'

'

The fourth witness of the Commonwealth to identify Sacco with the
crime was Lola Andrews9 who went to the shoe factory in search of a job
on the day of the murders* and who has been characterized as "a woman
, ;. ; : : „■ /* •
■ ::
. ". , i ■
■ . - ' "of doubtful reputation*" " Her testimony was discredited by four wit
nesses <> An interesting sidelight in connection with her testimony is
the personal sponsorship given it by the District Attorney* who said*
fl have, been in this ofxice* gentlemen* for now more than eleven years®
I cannot recall in that too long service for the Gommonwealth that ever •
before I have laid eye or given ear to so convincing a witness as Lola
A n d r e w s : . . ■;

- ’. '

'v

The fifth person identifying Sacco.was Carlos 1». Goodridge*

■'

Four

witnesses diseredited his statementss After the trial it was brought
out that Goodridge was a confessed fugitive from another state* and
testified under a false name o. He was on probation* and faced a jail _
•
sentence under an Indictment for larceny» The defense tried to show

•,

that Goodridge® s testimony was influenced by the District Attorney®s :
leniency.to him on the lareehy-charge»
Less imposing than all this was the testimony offered by the
Commonwealth identifying Vanzetti as one of the occupants of the getaway

.

' . ^Transcript Ii3.22o
..

:

d.:. ;

•

;

•--Frankfurter* p» 18®
^Transcript II§2219^

.:

v

vy

,

■

;
g &To

.

..

io

The defense offered, an impressive body, of testimony providing an

alibi for Vansetti=-thirty-one eyewitnesses maintained that he was not
one of the men they saw in the murder ear9 and thirteen more corrobora
ted his statement that he was selling fish in Plymouth on the day of the
erimeo
..

Morgan says that ma reading of the record almost forces the oon-

.elusion that no reasonable jury could have been satisfied by the iden
tification testimony alone of the guilt of either Sacco or Vanzettio”^
.frankfurter comments&

.

.'

What is the worth of identificati on testimony, even when uneontradieted^ The Identification of strangers is proverbially untrust- .
worthy a o 0 (.Moreover,, the methods used by the police in eliciting
identification in this ease fatally impair its wortho In England,,
such methods would have discredited the testimony and nullified a
verdict based upon ito The recognized procedure is to line up the
suspect with others 9 and so far as possible .with individuals of
the same race and class9 so as not to provoke identification
through aceentuationo In defiance of these necessary safeguards9
Sacco and fanzetti after their arrest were shown singly to persons
brought there for the purposes of identification# not as part of
a wparade ch Moreovers Sacco and Vanzetti were not even allowed
to be their natural selves; they were compelled to simulate the
behavior of the Braintree bandits o Under such conditions identi
fication of ^foreigners is a faree.y^
Later# in denying a motion for a new trial# Judge Thayer himself

played down the importance of the identification testimony offered by
the Commonwealth# saying that "these verdicts do not rest# in my judg
ment# upon the testimony of the eyewitnesses# for the defendants# as it
Was# called more witnesses than the Commonwealth who testified that

'
r■'
'^
Jomghln and Morgaiig pe 81o
^Frankfurter# ppo 30-32«

neither of the defendants were in the bandit car* The evidence that,con
victed these defendants was circumstantial, and was evidence that is
known in law as iconseiotisness of guilt1!o”
' " Qonsciomsness of dudit o. This “eonsciousness of guilt3?- evidence whs
based on the actions: and responses to questioning of Sacco and Vanzetti
-at the time of their arrest6 Both were;carrying firearmsc In statements
made to the police and to the District Attorhejg both admittedly lied, .
The two Italians were apprehended by- a single policeman & The v • "
officer'' s .testimony claimed that they were,about to. draw -gunss

but

this was denied by the. defendants»/ Frankfurter reasons that the 81ready
and rnthless gunmen, at,Braintree Jjwovld not/ so quietly have surrendered
themselves into.custody on a capital; charge of whieh they knew them- •
selyes:to be guilty<>88

.1

,' -,

:

'

v

'

As for the ginss Saeco6s excuse was supplied by his employers

"night watchmen protecting property do have guns o88

¥anzetti carried

a. pistol because 88when I went to Boston for fishs I can carry eighty^
one hmdred dollars §-one hundred and twenty dollars«88 There were "many
erimeSj) many, holdups^ many robberies o88^
The lies the two defendants admittedo

^^Frankfurter? p»: 39»-,

. . ’"

‘

;

They deliberately withheld'

information:from their questioners 5, they argued, in an attempt to keep
seeret their guilt of radicalism. They "believed they were arrested for 1
political reasons?

-

"

-

Q» Did either Chief Stewart at the Brockton police station or
ifcoKatzmann tell you that you were suspected of robberies
., / . a # murdert ', . :1;.. _
: - . "
;.
'

Ao mq. .

v ;

t

■:

Vl-: ■ •

;

■v

'

"

-

.10® Was there any question asked of you or any statement made to
• ■ you to indicate that you were charged with that crime on
-April 15^ t'" t -/-v
A O. H© © ■ ° ■V

’;

;r'

Qo What did you understand^ in view of the questions asked of you,
what did you understand you were being detained for at the
Brockton police station?
•.
- A*- 1 understand they arrested me for a political matter©
That by Vanzetti» Sacco8s testimony was similar ©, Asked if he knew the
reason for his arrest 9 he said that he "thought it was a Radical charge
Sacco and Vanzetti feared persecution as radicals, and their fear
was the natural outgrowth of the climate in which they moved© At the time
of the South Braintree crime. Attorney General Mitchell Palmer was eondueting a campaign for the wholesale deportation of RedSo The Department
of Justice was at work rounding up aliens believed to be sympathetic to
communism© , -

'

"■

.r" {

'

f '.■ :

Furthermore,'the activity of the government had personally affected
Sacco and Vanzetti» The day before their arrest, they learned of the
death of a friend, Salsedo, who had been held by the Department of Justice

on the fourteenth floor of a Sew- York huilding,

Salsedo had been found-

dead on the sidewalk in front of the building. .Frightened hy the event ?
.Sacco; and Vahzetti— with Boda and Oreiani— had .gone to get Boda8s ear so

they eotald dispose of radical literature they held, which, would incrimi
nate them for their political philosophy,' Fearing a fate like that of
Salsedo, they answered falsely the questions of "Stewart and Eatmahn at
the time of their arrests On trial for murder-, 'Sacco and Vanzetti admit
ted, their political beliefs, by way of explaining these actions at the .
tiihe of their arrest»

•’ *

:r

'

When the defendants^: views were made clear, the District Attorney
subjected them to a lengthy cross-examination, the nature of which has
been critieizedo

Frankfurter writes that "the prosecutor systematically .

played on the feelings of the jury by exploiting the unpatriotic and
despised beliefs of Sacco and Vanzetti, and. the judge allowed him.thus
. :
' •'
-- - "
'
. 28
.
- -f : ':
to divert and pervert the jury8s mind,85
Aside from the criticism of the-emotional nature:of this crossez8.niiriation, Frankfurter feels, that it destroyed the most important
argument of the Commonwealth,

•

; The Commonwealth .claimed tto.t Sacco and Vanzetti8# alleged anxiety
on the evening of their arrest, and the lies they told, could only
be explained by the fact that they, were the murderers of Parmenter
and Berardellio The defense replied that their conduct was clearly
accounted for by the fact that the men were Reds§ in terror of the
- Department of Justice, To test the credibility of this answer the
District Attorney proposed to examine Sacco and Vanzetti to find
out whether they Were really radicals or only pretending to be®

■-

V

^%ee Yale Law Journal 36 (1926-27),'
?8
—
" Frankfurter^ p» 46»
: ,1

384-90 =

1
"

;

v

14
It was on this theory that the Court allowed the cross-examinatioEu
' ,o «, => Instead of tmdermining the elaim .of the defendants by which
■ : their conductwas explained, the District Attorney adopted their
confession of radicalismexaggerated and exploited it. He thereby
: . wholly destroyed the basis of Bis original claim? for what reason ,
; was there any longer to suppose that the '’consciousness of guilt11was consciousness of; muhder rather than radicalism?-^
Sacco8s Cap, Sacco was eonneeted to the scene of the crime by a cap .
-alleged to be hisc

He denied that he owned the eaps and the prosecuting

attorney put:little reliance upon it in his case, /
Morgan'! s opinion is definite^

"The testimony as to identifications •

as to the eapp and as to consciousnessof guilt^ both in ■its separate .
parts and in its entirety, leaves the. reader in a state of utter bewilder
ment * It seems impossible^: upon a careful analysisi .to believe that an;
:impartial trier could haye been convinced by it beyond a reasdnable
doubt o

-y

Biit— and here he disagrees with "Frankfurter— Morgan thinks

the trial turned on technical testimony concerning a fatal bullet and a

The Bullet and the Shell» Four bullets were found in the body of
Berardellij one in Parmentere

The prosecution charged that the bullet '

that killed Berardelli (named the fatal bullet by the medical examiner9
Br. George B» Magrath)

arid a shell found at the scene of the crime

were fired from a gun carried- by/Sacco, -at tlie time of his arrest, To ,;

1 ’ ,'^^Frankfurters ppo 6ls 62«, :
;

p
;

-

Joughin and lorgany p 0 82,

83.
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smpport this charge^ the prosecution relied upon the testimony of two
ballisties experts., Captains Proctor and Van Ambyrgtu.
Gonoeming the shell. Van Imhnrgh was silent,

Proctor said the

marks on it were consistent with being fired in the same make of pistol
''
.
1 : '"
' ;
.:
,;as Saeeo1So
■
:
^
'
1
-: •- ".-;:
As to the;fatal ballets Proctor said. Mit is consistent with being
fired by that fSabco8s7 pistol

Van Ambnrgh stated:

"I am inclined

to believe that1it was fired t „ » from this Colt automatic pistol
^aeeo8

But he testified in answer to another 'question that by

?!I believe® he meant that he retained ®a slight reservation,®^
Evidence brought oiib after the trial shows that this phase of the
. testimony should ha.Ve carried far'less weight with the ■jury than it did
at the time, 'Morgan concludes-that "had Captains Proctor and Van; Amburgh .
constituted the jury, with the data then in their possession, and with .
the state of mind disclosed in -the record, they must have returned a ver-r""
diet for the. defendants .upon this issueV"^

‘

-

-

.

;Vanzetti8s Eevolver, The prosecution further maintained that a re
volver found on Vanzetti had been taken from the murdered Berardelli.
If this were true, then Vanzetti would be linked to the murder gang.
However« the .evidence was slim, and-Vanzetti established a different

^-%ranscript 1:895» '

-v

3^lbld9 Pb 896,
• :

V'

^Ibid, Po 920,
v

^24,, : 'V;;:'i: ;':
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' ^^Joughin and Morgan, p,; 90, "
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line of Gimerehlp for the revolver<>

■
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Thisj, then5, is the evidence— or what seems- to be the important
evidenee*=-=in the ease against Saeeo and i'anzettio Buts besides the
testimony given and the exhibits offered at the trialg there were other
factors which played a part in the ease® The atmosphere of the court
room must indeed have been tense as two diametrically opposed person
alities clashed— Judge Webster Thayer and defense counsel Fred Moore»
Judge Thayero Judge Thayer has been criticized for the prejudice
against the defendants which he could not completely control® Morgan
writes;

"There is much in the record to show that he had formed an

opinion against the defendants during the trial and that he exhibited
ill feeling toward Fred

Moorey counsel for Sacco

George U® Crocker stated that Thayer discussed his views on the
ease with Crocker at the University Clubg

"He conveyed to me by his

words and manner the distinct impression that he was bound to convict
these men because they were "Reds®8, I remember that Judge Thayer in :
substance said to me that we must stand together and protect ourselves
against .anarchists and 6Reds®8 He also said that these defendants were
draft-dodgers ® During the same period I heard Judge Thayer talk about
the ease to Judge Crosby of the Supreme Judicial Court in much the same
way as be had talked to me®"

^%oughin and Morgan5, p® 145 ®
ranseripf -Vs5412
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Fred EL Moore ease from California^ sent by a
Radical group to defend Saceoe^0 H© provided no soothing balm to quiet
the judge9 but instead has been characterized as a mfactor of irritation
■ 11
■ L •
and not of appeasemento86
This was apparent to the McAnamey brothers$>
who were asked to assist Moore because they were local lawyers familiar
with local procedure? and who later urged Moore to withdraw from the
©aseo A picture of the problem was given ty Thomas MeAnamey in later
testimony before the Advisory Gommittees
■Whenever he would address the court it was quite similar to
waving a red flag in the face of a wolf
Q 6 In your judgments as a lawyer for these men? as a judge
yourselfg a lawyer of thirty years experienceg do you think
Judge Thayer conducted the trial fairly or not?

.:

At I think Judge Thayer was— that he:eouldn8t conduct a trial
" fairly With Attorney Moore on the-other side a 1 have the
highest respect for his character or ability9 but this man
Moore got under his skim as 1 said before to such an extent
arid so irritated himg so that people around could see his
re-action on the jury.® o L v .
Qo las he/^oore/ rather a disagreeable person?
A®

i'

I will tell you mow? At the trials the jury there9 there
would be friend Moore offeririg his best interests at the trial?
on hand with his coat and vest off and his shoes off

Bnder the circumstances? how effective could such a defense counsel be?
before such a trial judge?

^Frankfurter ? p® S®

^Ibid, p= 5061®

.Considering the ease9 thens as it was presented to the juryit
seems indeed diffienlt to justify the verdict „ Morgan believes that the
only evidence against fanzetti worth serious consideration was his asso
ciation with Saeeoo'^'
As to SadcOg, he feels that Mputting aside the evidence of the fatal
ballet and the Winchester shellA the record may well raise doubts as to
his iaaodenee#'but it cannot be said to make his guilt probables much
.less to establish ito

As this issue of the bullet and the shell was

presented to the jury^ no one could say that they would be unwarranted
in resolving it against the defendants® » <,

On the record as it stands,

then, the ease was for the jury o' fhere was evidence to support the
verdict®58^

But he later clarifies his stand by saying that "to account

for the verdict is not to say that the defendants were fairly tried.* And he concludes that "the defendants had a trial according to all the
.

--

forms of law, but it was not a fair trialo”
§n July 14, 1921, the jury found Sacco and fattSett1 guilty of the
South Braintree murderso' lore than six years later they were executed®
Those six intervening years were Characterized by attempts to gain a new :
trial, and by publicity which brought the case into international promin
ence®

: :.

. "

;

;

^Joughin and Morgan, p® 93°
^Ibids, p® 94°
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ATTEMPTS TO GAIH A RE»TRIAL

■

;

' Eight motions were made for a new trialo- These were submitted to

'

and denied by Judge Thayere %he first.motion was based on the ebnten- :
tion that the verdict was against the weight' of the evidence«
The first supplementary motion related to' the conduct of Ripley%
foreman of the Jury®

Dalyg a friend of Ripleys reported a conversation

just before Ripley answered the jury call®

Daly had commented that he

„>

thought the two Italians innocent o Ripley answered®, f Damn thems' they ought to hang them anyway oM

The defense argued that Ripley was

prejudiced against the defendants®
The next three supplementary motions concerned some of the chief
witnesses of the Commonwealth„ Pelser— the only witness identifying
Sacco as Berardelli8s killer— retracted his testimonyg'Andrews— the only
witness who claimed to have talked with Sacco just before the shooting-—
said she had been,intimidated: and primed by the prosecution^later took •
back these statements; Goodridge*— who had identified Sacco as one of
the bandits-^was shown to be a criminal pending prosecution^ and it was
afgued that he wanted' to help the District Attorney in order to .gain , .
ISniency for himself®

i

:; ;;

;

'

In addition^ the seeond supplementary motion pointed to a: certain
Gouldj, who was; fired upon by the bandit alleged to be Sacco s who had the
best opportunity for identification Of •all thewitnesses §, who notified
the. police but was .not called upon at the trial®

Gould later was

positive that Sacco was not the man who- shot at him,,

; :,^ Transcript IV§3580®

:

1

,

t
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The first part of the/fifth supplementary motion deals with the
findings of a ballistic# expert, Hamilton^ who presented a detailed
study of the evidence.of the shell and the bullet and the Saeco pistol®
The Proctor Affidavit® The Praetor section of the fifth supple
mentary motion is more impressive® Proctor was head of the state
police at the time of the trial g and appeared for the Sommonwealth® A
ballistics expert9 his testimony was offered to the jury as entitled to
the greatest weight®

Sis opinion had been given concerning the bullet

that killed Berardellis and his testimony was heavily relied upon by
the District Attorneys and pointed out by Judge Thayer in M s summary
to the jury ® ;.

.-

■ •

-,

After the trialp Proctor gave an affidavit swearing to M s true
viewss

.

.

During the preparation for the trialp my attention was repeatedly
called by the District Attorney to the qtieations whether I could ,
find any evidence wMch would ‘justify the opinion,that the par
ticular bullet taken from the body of Berardeili p which came
from a Colt automatic pistols came from the particular Colt auto
matic pistol taken from Sacco® I used every means available to
me for forming an opinion on this subject® ® . At no time was I
able to find any evidence whatever which tended to convince me
that the particular model bullet found in Berardeilits body® ® ®
came from Sacco5s pistol and I so informed the District Attorney
and M s assistant before the trial® ® ® ® Although I repeatedly
talked over with Captain fan Amberg Jjslc/ the scratch or scratches
which he claimed tended to identify tMs bullet as one that must
have gone through Saeco5s pistol9 his statements concerning the
identifying marks seemed to me entirely unconvincing®
At the trial p the District Attorney did not ask me whether I
had found any evidence, that the so-called mortal bullet® ® ® ....
passed through Sacco8s pistolg ^nor was I asked that question on
cross-examination® The District Attorney desired to ask me that
questionp but I had repeatedly told M m that if he did I should,
be obliged to answer in the negative| consequently he put to me
this question! Q® Have you an opinion as to whether bullet
number three was fired from the Colt automatic which is in

;evidence? to which I answered9 _,8I have o<e fie then proceeded,
^
:v.; Q 0..And what is your opinion? A a My opinion is that it is consis- :
tent with: heing fired hy t M t pistoic^"? .'
:;
v
lienee the jury was led to believe that Proctor thought one thing, when
in fact he did not* And this on the evidence- that appeared to Morgan as
the most Im^oMant*

":'r ; VJ;;;

.Frankfnrter. attachs^

;v : .T': :

">'r": '.. v

District Attorney for ihis conduct.in this

v

phase of the case? quoting Canon Five of the Canons of Professional
.Ethics adopted hy the American Bar Associations

"The primary duty of a

■lawyer engaged in public prosecution is not to convict <, but to see that
justiee is done* The suppression of facts or the secreting of witnesses ■
capable of establishing the™ innocence of the accused is highly repre'hensibi^"^: ^
™

^

^

Morgan asserts that the Proctof incidentj together with the cross-

examination of Sacco c, "constitute monstrous misconduct which no diseretionazy power of a trial judge should be allowed to conceal or condone*"^
District Attorney Katsmarm gave a sworn statement in reply to
Proctor8s affidavit, but did. not directly deny- the charge*

In facty

■

,,52
his statement has been called "evasive*8
, Department of Justice ActlvltVo Katzmann5s conduct was under fire .
for. other reasons* Affidavits given by t-sro former government officials

'■■■' '

^Transcript IV:3612*

-

^^Frankfurter«, p® 88*

A "- - '

^Jougbin and lorgans p* 131*

" vr' .--.u-' -A;"" .

; :'h^;''Vv;

f
.
:

aiselosed that the ease against Sa-eeo and- Vanzetti was part of a co
operative effort on. the part of the Distrfot:Attorney and the Department,
of Justice to get: rid of the two radicals.., ' The Department.had heen :
watching the. two Italians^ but did not have sufficient evidence to se
cure their deportation a Agents working, on the case, felt that the.
88South Braintree crime was the work of professionals^91 whereas Sacco,
and ¥anzetti<, "although anarchists, and agitators> were not highway rob
bers s and had nothing, to do with the South Braintree c r i m e Y e t th@
agents collaborated- with the .District Attorney oh the murder case^- be
lieving that 81a conviction of Sacco and Yanzetti for murder would be
one way of disposing of these two men,"'
.

'

i-When the defense tried to gain access to files of the Department

of Justice g they.were denied* Furthermore^ appeals to the trial judge
and to the Supreme -Judicial Court of lassaehusetts were without avail *
: At this'times after the denial of.the first six motions for a new

.

trialj, William So Thompson-— "one of the. most distlnguished members of
the Massachusetts bars respected for his learning/ courages and un
swerving integrity"-^— became chief counsel for Sacco and .Yanzettij and
Moore and the McAnamey brothers withdrewo.

•

^ The Medeiros Motion.. .Of all the motions for a new trial, of all
the new evidence brought to light, the Medeiros (sometimes spelled

^%oughin and Morgan, p, 136,

. _

ladeiros) motion is the. most impressive s : Qn. Bovember 18? -1925s while v
confined in the same prison, as Saecoj, Celestino:F« Medeiros sent Saeeo’ '
a note by,a jail messenger $'which ,saids

”1 hear by coiifess:to being .'in

the South Braintree shoe company crime and Saeeo and Vanzetti was not.
in said crime oM

Medeiros was1in prison on a conviction o f a murder
. -1

eommitted during an .attempted bank; robbery =,> It was argued that his

confession wasmerely the attempt of one criminal to take the blame for
another. Howevers Thompson made a thprbugh investigation of Medeiros'
olaimo■

\

'-r :

.ihen questioned^ Medeiros vowed that he would not reveal the

'

';

identity of his associates in the Braintree crime $, but would, freely; ^
tell the story of the crime^ and implicate himself fully< . However, by

:

piecing 'together bits of evidence and by a. searching independent ihvestigationg Thompson was able to build up a potent array of evidence '
pointing to the iorelli gang of Providence0

:y .

The Medeiros-Mbrelli theory.'aeeouhts for all the personnel of the
bandit ears the.Sacco-Vanzetti theory for only two (since it is con
ceded that if Medeiros took part in the crimes Saeeo and Vanzetti did • •
'not)i t The Morelli gang had ■a 'strong motives for they were in desperate '
need of funds to provide a defense against a federal indictment for
•Stealing from freight .carso The Morelli -gang were experienced profes- . '.
sionalsj who had worked in South Braintree and knew the functionings of
the shoe factories there« 'Photographs.of .members of the gang were.
identified by witnesses of both the Commonwealth and the defense» ,

^'Joughin and,Morgang p«.:lB»

'

’

..
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The Morellis had no alibi0 Furthermore, Joe Morelli— -who resembled
Saeeo in many partieuLars—-owed a gun like Saeee1e. Another of the
garigs Tony Maneini 9 owned a gun of the type from which the other five
■ ■■*57
lethal bullets were fireds
4 Despite the fact that Medeiros was a condemned criminal# the motion
for re-trial seemed potent indeedo

And yet Judge Thayers in ascertain

ing whether the new material was sufficient for a new jury’s considera
tion, said there was no basis for a new trial0
Frankfurter is oubspokens

•

Speaking from a considerable experience as a prosecuting officer,
whose special task for a time it was to sustain on appeal convic
tions for the Government, and whose specific duties since have
led to the examination of a great number of records and the
©pinions based thereon, I assert with deep regret, but without
the slightest feAr of disproofji that certainly in modem times
Judge Thayer* s opinion stands unmatched^ happily, for discrepan
cies between what the record discloses and what the opinion
conveysV His 25,OQO-word document cannot accurately be described
. otherwise than as a farrago of misquotations, misrepresentations,
suppressions, and mutilations<,5°
From the first the Boston Herald had been of the opinion that the
sentence against Saeeo and Vansetti should be meted out®

However, after

studying Thayer8s'©pinion on the Medeiros motion, it reversed its
editorial stands
We d© not know whether these men are guilty or note We have no
sympathy with the half-baked views which they professo But as
months have merged into years and the great debate over the ease
has continued, our doubts have solidified slowly into convictions.

•^Transcript ¥g4791=93=
^^Frankfurter, p= 104=
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and reluctantly we have found ourselves compelled to reverse our
original judgmento We hope the Supreme Judicial Court mill grant
a new trial on the basis of the new evidence not yet examined in
open court, « , G We have read the full decision in #iioh Judge
Webster Thayerwho presided at the original trial* renders his
decision against the application for a new trial* and we submit
that it carries the tone of the advocate rather than the arbitra
tor a59
Appeals were made to the Supreme Judicial Court* the highest court
of the Commonwealth„ tfoder the Massachusetts system* the high court of
appeals had the power to review the "law" but not the ?,f a e t s - T h e ;
appeals were denied0

•
'

\

On April 9*. 1927* Sacco and Vans etti were brought before the trial
judge and ordered executed.

On May 4$> the defense presented: to

Governor Alvan T. Fuller a petition for executive clemency.

The.:

Governor appointed an Advisory Qommittee to help him investigate the
ease* and the committee concerned-itself with the record of the trial*
the atmosphere of the courtroom*, the new evidence contained in the
motions for re-trial* and the prejudice of the trial judge* :
Concerning the new evidence contained in the motions for a new
trial* it is hard to understand why it was dismissed so easily by these
appellate bodies» Morgan says* "It cannot but be regretted that neither
the Committee nor the Supreme Judicial Court saw fit to make an analysis
of the newly discovered evidence which would demonstrate its worthless
ness d

=61

^Editorial* Boston Herald*

Gets

26* 1926* reprinted in Frankfurter*

pp. 115-18,

'-60
' : ’■ : ^
Joughin and Morgan* p, 17,
63 ■ '
Ibid, p, 140, .v

;
'

.

'• '
.
;
.
-

.
'

The Governor formally denied eiemency on August 3= Last-minute
efforts of the defense, proved fruitless^ Attempts to enter the federal
courts* including the United States Supreme Court9 were in vain» Just

'

after midnight of August 22s 1927» Medeirosj, Sacco ^ and Vanzetti were

;

electrocuted.

...

. .

-

Vfere Sacco and Vanzetti guiltyrpf the crime for which they.were
put to death?

That question cannot be answered' here5 and need not be.

'■'

Morgan says they were “vietims of a tragic miscarriage of justice
In 1929 the Massachusetts appellate procedure was reformed hy the
legislature# an act which constituted "at least an Implied admission
'-■■■ ’
"'
.- ■'
•
’'
■'
at an official level that they did not receive full justice.M
And==as the case had its effect upon legal procedure--sos too# did
the Saceo-Vanzetti affair have its- impact on society and on literature o

.■ Joughin and lorgan# p. xvi.

,'_ .

p

THE CHARACTERS AM) PLOTS

. .

The Saeeo-Vanzetti ease proved popular material for literary efforts «>

Tha bibliography given by Joughin and Morgan in The Legacy of Sacco-and :
¥anzetti oecuples twenty-four pages (pp0 §57-80)= The.verse index lists
eighty-three different poetss many of whom wrote more than one poem,
and includes -among other names John Dos Passes and Edna St.. Vincent
Millayo

Eight novels have ”drawn heavily® on the case9"^ and six plays

have utilized materials from it i

Of the playsj, those by Maxwell

Anderson are the most Importante

.
;

Anderson* s first play— Cods of the •Lightning— ^was written in 1928?
the year after the executions ? and was a collaboration with-Harold
Hiekerson,
in verse a
.1

The, second drama--Winterset— was completed in 1935? and was
/

'

.

- ",

./ ' .;'.

Before we consider'the manner in which Anderson adapted the histori

cal material to his dramatic purposes?-it will be well, to review the
plots and characters of the two plays? especially as they relate to the
Saeco-Vanzetti Case®

- '-

: ;'

^Jpughin and Morgan? p. 421.

'

Plot s Anderson6s early play.'dealing with the. Saeco-fanzetti ease
relates the fate of two labor agitatorS> laeready and Capraro^ who.are
executed for murder after a trial whleh ineorpoz’ates all of the impor
tant material of the Saeed-Vanzetti easex, siinplified and rearranged»
The opening scene takes place in a restaurant in the Labor Lyceum
of an eastern seaboard city» laeready fs trying to convince the engineers that they should strike» The workers vote him do?m5 howeverg
'frightened by the afternoon0s events§ three men killed and about fifty
in the hospital after police raided a picket line® And while police
were, busy attacking the picket line9 a crime had been committed in
another part of the city? The paymaster for the Northfield Dock Company
against which the strikers were demonstrating# was robbed of $28g000?
and murdered
Love interest is introduced early? when Rosalies who is engaged
to marry laereadyg begs him to go no further in his fight for labor
.
.
■ ..
"
.
•-' . ■ - 3''■
rightso It6s too dangerous# and -they aren’t worth it „^ When he re
fuses to quit his works she tells him they are throughe
'

.Another union: meeting is broken up by polices and laeready is

prepared fof the moment.'to: accept 'defeat« But Spiker«, one of his e©-.
workers g advances the idea of blowing up the docks = ' Spiker asks for
someone to help him do the deed, ..and the others try to talk him out of

Maxwell Anderson and Harold Hickersonf Gods of the Lightning and
Maxwell Anderson« 8utsl.de Lodkihg In (lew York; -Longmanss Green, 1928) ,
p.a 28 <. References tb Gods of the Lightning in this thesis will be
followed by numbers referring to pages in this edition«

i-t-j, all except Sworin^, the restaurant owner, the father of Rosaliea.
Sworin questions Spiker, demanding to know who he is. Not satisfied '
with the answers given by Spiker and Mae, Suvorin searches Spiker, find
ing a Department of Justide badge pinned to his •underwear»

\

But Spiker has doup his job® Shortly after he flees the restaurant
he returns with the police, who have a warrant for the arrest of
Macready and also of Gaprafo, his fellow agitator0 They are charged
with the robbery and murder of the paymaster,
In: the second act the fasts.are brought into focus*

' ..
It becomes

clear that the Northfield Dock Company has long desired to rid itself
of Macready and Capraro» Law enforcement officials seized the oppor
tunity, to pin a murder on the two radicals®

District Attorney Salter

is determined to win his ease.®
The scene shifts to the court room, where Macready and Gapraro are
on trial for murder®

The identification witnesses are reminiscent of

the historical trial, and the approach of the District Attorney is
familiar, as we shall see®

Finally, Suvprin takes the stand® He

testifies that he Was an eye-witness to 'the crime,, and. that Macready
and Gapraro were not participants in it®/ But Spiker has gathered information identifying Suvorin as a criminal wanted for a variety of
crimes, including murder0 Faced with this, 'Suvorin admits ’his .guilt, .
and further confesses that he staged the robbery, and that a confederate
murdered the paymaster® The District Attorney belittles the .confession,
pointing out that Suvorin is already under sentence of death, and there
fore has nothing to lose by taking the blame for a crime committed by
his daughter8,s fiance®

The- jury finds Macready and Gapraro guilty of .

"■ '

V ';

- _. ;

■, ■

.
:: '
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-
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murder^ and— together wlth.Sworln—^they are sentenced to death by
eleetroemtiomk

<•-

.

v.

■\

In the tinal aet> Rosalie and the defense lawyer make last—minute
attempts to stop the execution^ the governor is petitioned for clemencyi,
Mohs are gathered, as the workers wait for word from the prison that the
execution has heeri stayed, or that the sentence has been meted .out<,
Rumors are circulated; some find their.-way into print, including one
that the three have escaped,*

,

Suvorih appears in his restaurant, in the guise of a priest? and
informs his -daughter that— while prison could not hold him— he could do
nothing for Macready. and Oapraro® And finally, from the crowd watching
the bulletin hoard across the street? we learn that the Sentence has
been carried out on Macready and Gapraro®
Characters„ Macready and Capraro are to the Anderson play what
•Sacco and Vanzetti were to the famous Massachusetts ease=

In Macready

Anderson departed from his source and created a non-Italian, thus
greatly playing down an important historical elements

.

We do not learn

from the play where Macready'was born, but there is nothing to indicate
that he is a foreignerIt is interesting to consider this changeand
what the :playwright accomplished hy it 6
In the first place, he gained differentiation of character<,

.

Although Sacco and Vanzetti were distinctly different types, it would
be difficult to show this on the stage, if both were presented as
foreigners-

Furthermore, it would seem overdone if the speech character

istics peculiar to Italians who had learned the. English language only

recently were -put into the mouths of two important eharacters o
Secondly# an American audience could more; readily appreciate the emotions
and actions of a hero more like themselves« And because of this# they
would have more compassion for him# and be more greatly moved -by his

.

tragedy,. This would be truer in the twenties than it is today,
Saeready?s.conviction that despite all efforts the jtiiry will find
him guilty recalls the attitude of Saeeoy who despaired of hope long
before: his comrade dr his; friends,
Gapraro resembles fansetti# especially in his speech before the
sentence is pronounced (which shall be considered later)« His first
name^Dante— is the same as that of Sacco8s son, Capraro# like his
historical counterpart# is an Italian# ah anarchist and a pacifist,
Furthermore# again like Fansetti# he is an Atheist,
To provide love interest and conflict# Maeready is provided with
a girl friend# Rosalie Suvorin,

:

Rosalie8s fmction might .be-entirely

dramatico. Historically# she could take the place of Sacco8s wife and
family (a yomg Son# a daughter born after Sacco8s arrest) ,

As for

Vansetti# in the history of his'life befbre imprisonment and in all his
ietters there is, no indication of any personal love for a woman, .
Syvorin# of course# represents the lorelli gang# and the-confess'sion of Medeiros» Ee# too# is a professional criminal# while laeready .
and Gapraro (like Sacco and lanzetti) have no such record. As with
Medeiross the confession.is labeled by the state a fraud# an attempt by

Joughin and Morgan# p, 4.63,

-:

.

'_ : : '

one criminal, to take the rap for another>

,

Anderson plays up the District Attorneys letting him dominate the
second act.

In his underhanded tacticsj in his determination to eon-

victg in his collusion withthe Department of Justices and in his tactics
with witnessess Salter recalls the Katzmann who prosecuted Sacco and
Vanzettio

v .:

v

*

.

Minor characters in Pods of the. Lightning are interesting6 The
witnesses in the courtroom scene s Mrs« Dubin and Dartlets we have met
Before in the persons of Lola Andrews and ;Pelser| the Jury foreman

;

brings to mind the prejudice of •"Ripley? the judge in his charge sounds
like Webster Thayer? and the tactics of Spiker resemble those of
Justice Department men working on the Saceo-Vanzetti ease«
.

.''S' - :

WlJfTERBET

Plot. Anderson8s verse drama— Winterset— views the Saeeo^fanzetti
ease from a different perspective. The action of the play takes place .
thirteen years after the execution of Bartolomeo Romagna for the
murder-rdbbery of a paymaster* The conflict of the trial and the drama
of the last minutes before the -execution are put aside9 and in their
stead a new conflict is presented?

the conflict of divergent characters

brought together years later because of the crime, who come together for .
a short while under the.same roof*
A university professor? pawing through the records of the Romagna
case, has come across the fact that Garth Esdras was .not called to the .
stand during the trial* Believing:that Garth8s testimony would have
been of great importance and perhaps changed the verdict in the ease.

, : ■■■ ' ' :'
' ; :
■.
: 33
the professor has published, his findings„and opinions stirring againpopular eomment on the controversial caseo

Because of this publicitys

frock Estrella^ leader of the gang that staged the crimeg returns to
Sarfchf s dwelling to make sure that Garth does ..not confess« Trock 5 re
cently paroled from prisopg brings with him three of his gang— Shadow^
and;fwd men in/blue, eerge» , '■ ::

h -k

,.

'■

- Also anxious to see that Garth does not say anything that would
throw doubt on the verdict is Judge Gaunt s the trial judges who -wanders

;

about in a half-madness reminiscent of hear.
Finally^ Mi© s the son of Bartolomeo Romagna^ an outcast because of
the shame-attached to M s name |> comes to question Garthj, hoping that he
might clear M s father8s name of guilt o Mio is bitters and is con
sumed by one burning desires

to find the truth and broadcast it to the

world o In Mioj Anderson has introduced a new aspects

the effect on

the family of an executed mano
In the alley outside Garth8s apartmentj Mio meets liriamnej, •
daughter of Esdras and sister of Garth? They join with others in a
Street, dance p. and linger after the rest have gone? liriamne offers
what Mio has never known— companionship« Their love is immediate and
fresM youthful and beautiful 9 and is admitted by each before the iden- ..
tity of the other is known?

•

^

As the play goes ons;the three— frock^ Gaunt $ and Mio— converge .
bn Garth1
1s cellar apartment ? Garth tells Mio that M s testimony would
have had no effect on the verdict f Gaunt assures the boy that the de
cision was just? frock makes known M s plan to get rid of the judge?
Then-, suddenly9 through the door comes Shadow5, who had objected

■

: \ '

''

'
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to Trook1
1s plan to- silenoe Gaunt— Shadows, who had himself been sllenoed
(or so T rock thought) by the two men in blue serge» Shadow has a gun?
and is about to silenoe Troeks "when he collapses» His body is carried
into the next rdonu

■

r ;'

lip pieks up Shadow8s gun^ while Troek> dazeds squats in a oomerj,
breathing hard®

Taking advantage of the situation* lio accosts himi

■Romagna was dead* too* and Shadow was ..
dead* but the time8s come when you can’t keep
them down$ these dead men!®
Mio needles Trock* finally accusing him of the murder of the paymaster*
MJ9 «> You killed the paymaster!
TRQGK * You lie!

You!

•

It was Shadow killed himi

110 o; And now I know! low I know! » > ®
He says that Shadow killed him! If Shadow were
.
here
'
he8d say it was Trooki *
= This is the
thing Irve hmted
-, .
over the earth to find Out* and lid be blind
indeed if I missed it now!* (pp» 97* 98)»
But the truth which Ml© has-been seeking is destined to remain un
told * Police* whbL cbme; in search of Judge Gaunt* ignore Mio8s aeeusation that a murdered man is in the house* especially when a hasty search
brings forth no corpse* • The police leave* .taking Gaunt With theme And
Troek exits* instructing Garth to put Shadow back in the river and let
Mio gOo As the second act closes* Mio parts with liriamse* who had

%axwell Andersom Winterset (Washington* Anderson House* 1935) *
Po 95® References to Winterset in this thesis will be followed by
numbers referring to pages in this edition-

refused t© betray,her brother to the poliee*
The third act takes place in the street -outside Garth" s house,,
where Mio and liriaame first met = The weather is foulP and the two
lovers try to think of a way.for Mio to escapej for Trock ean he seen
up the street g lurking^ waiting.

;.::

-v

:Esdras goes to call the ‘police to see. that- Mio gets safely off*
;ttiriamne pleads with'lie to let.Garth gos but his mind is set„ ,&axvs
one of Miors companions of the road, enters <, informing Mio that the two
young men in serge, are loitering nearby again» Carr asks if he can he
of any helpg but Mi© sends him off9 not mentioning that he has learned .
the truth about his father®

-

lio explains this last action to liriamneV He has lost his taste:
for revenge g and love (the love of liriamne for him and him for liriamne)
has transcended hate®

•

1410® I think I’m waking:
'
/ !
from a long trauma of hate and feaf and death
that8s hemmed me from my birth =■ and glimpse a life
' to be lived, in hope o a » ® teach me how to live
,1 V'< " and forget to hatel (p® 125)»

.■

Miriamne gives himrthe key to his problem„ She says simplyg refer
ring to. his father^mHe would have .forgiven,11. (p, 12$) o: The change has
been wroughto
110®
.

-

The romance is completes

If 1 should-diep Miriamneg this half-hour
is our eternity® I came here seeking
light in darkness^ running from the dawn,
and stumbled on a morning® (p® 127)o .

:

1

: HOweverg it is short-lived® ;Isdras returns9 saying that he could "

::V^;

7

,

,

- -

--
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- :\ \-';' ■: w , , -

bot get past Troeks who ,is determined that Mio must die«

Again they

seek- a way of escape» Finally# liriamne suggests a path between rocks#■ :
Mio attempts to flee# but is riddled by bullets« .liriamne recovers his
dying body# and in.her arms he again vows his love-

7

Feeling that she has sent her lover to his death 9 and wanting to

prove to him that she did not want it so# liriamne flings herself into

.

the path# yelling the truth about Troek and his gunmen= She# too# is
fired upon# and returns # dying# to prove to Mio that she was faithful«
But Mio is dead*

nHe°ll never know»88 (p= 132)» And -with this# ;

Miriamne siziks down# choking<,

:.

. ,

-.

It only remains for Epdras to provide their elegyi
•

:

■:
' These#:
-" .;;
who were yet children# will weigh more than all
a city1s elders when the experiment
is reckoned up in the end* (p« 133)»

t

; %-

Characterss In Winterset, Anderson has combined Sacco and fanzetti
into one character— ^Bartolomeo Romagna# and he does not appear ip the
play# since it takes place thirteen years after his execution* let we
•learn of his character through the mouths Of the others» The Christian
name given by Anderson to Romagna and to M s sou— Bartolomeo (of which
Mio is a contraction) — is the same as that of Fanzetti * :-Romagna was a
common laborer# and a confessed anarchist* (p* 9B)v His son is proud
of Mm# and says:

-

-

Had you known Mm#
and. heard M m speak# you? d know why 15m. proud* (p* 6B) *
SIors father# like Fanzetti# was eloquent# if we can believe the

.

-

.

implication of the quotation just' cited,, and those of Esdras about
Romagnat

• .

i

/•;<

.'r ' .

•
Every word he spoke
in M s trial was sweet and tolerant , (pV 71) ,

'

'I have read some words your-father said? .
and you. were a son fortunate in your father,
whatever the verdict of the world, (pp= 69; 70),
Also simplified is the matter of the witnesses, Mrs, hmbin, B.artlet
and Suvorin all testify in Gods of the Lightning, But in Winterset only
one man who witnessed the crime appears in.the play— -Garth Esdras, To
Garth is given a double role< Mot only is he the crucial witness who
was not called upon at the trial? but he also represents the.Morelli
gang; along with Troek and Shadow and the two men in blue serge,
Gertainly Trock and his companions more nearly resemble the
Morelli gang.than does Suvorin of the.early: play.

It is Interesting .

to note that> like Trock, the leader of the Morelli gang was also
:; ■
7
:
;
: ■' '
'
paroled, from prison,:
.
.

0f course, Judge Gaunt is very similar to Webster Thayer,

Gaunt

:1

will be discussed in the next: chapter, ;

Theseg then; are-the characters and plots of Anderson8s two plays,
as. they relate to the Saeco-Vanzetti case. As we have seen-, the per-spectives differ, and we might expect that the Mstorieal details used
by the dramatist wotild differ too, both in selection and in emphasis,
We can now consider those details, and see how they are adapted by
Anderson,

. ;.

Transefipt ¥ s4916,

-

q

"

'

;

.f."

'
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(SHATTER III.

-
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We have

'DIS’AILS iOF THE;USE

bow

:

eomle to the point where a careful study of the two

plays: is in order®,. We have seen in general how their plots and charac
ters were drawn from the Saeeo-Vansettl:ease| we have familiarized
ourselves with the historical picture ®, How we can consider® ,in their
turn, various details of the casey and see-how these details are
treated In Gods of the Lightning and Winterset® •
In both of Anderson8s dramas, .the crimes are the same as the his
torical ones

the robbery and murder of a paymaster delivering,a payroll

In Winterset the bandits8 deed was done in Mew England (p = 68)| in Gods
of the Lightning it took place is a "city on the eastern seaboard” (p,3)»
: io^TRim'WsdmiiTiEG

\

The Judges .' Judge ?ail of the early play does not:display the
open- prejudice that was so,,obvious, in Webster Thayer®

Vail is charac

terised as "dead from the neck up for twenty-five years« And from the .
neck down for about forty»w (P® 43) » But for the most part, he' is
little characterised in the. drama®

In Vail8s denial of the motions for

re-trial, however, he appears Very similar to Thayers 8 :

39
¥MLi As for the identifieaTHAYER: These verdlots do not
ilonss it does not astonish me
rest«, in my judgments upon the
that the identification wit- A
_ testimony, of the eyewitnesses,
nesses have withdrawn their
:v-for'the defendants? as it was,
testimony. It was obvious id.,
• ealled more witnesses than.the
me, and was no doubt ohvious
.
Commonwealth who testified
to the jnry, that the identifithat neither of the defendants'
cations were completely dis^were in the "bandit.car. The
; credited by the defense® The
.
evidence that convicted these
verdict of guilty was brought \
■ defendants was cifciamstantial
in on other gromds. In my
and was evidence that is known
opinion these. grotnds must have '
in law as "consciousness of
been the defendants8 conscious;:, guilto81 (Transcript iVs3514). '
ness of guilt, as shown by
their actions after the crime, .A
^ ." .
;
:-.
: ’;.;
t- and, furthermore, tallying, as : •
A
;
■
they did, with the eircumstan—
.
.
tial evidenceo (p. 90)<=
-

: Judge Gaunt of Wlnterset is more like Webster Thayer . His conduct
during the progress of the trial was similar, as we learn from.Itiiots
comments and those of Gaunt himself when lio has at last found the
truth.

Ad

■■

A' ' A'

, lio accuses Gaunt,: saying that during the trial

• every word you spoke
, was balanced carefully to keep the letter
of the law and still convict0 (p&.76),

ffiio charged that Gaunt was prejudiced, determined to prove, himself
right® (p. 75):® And he further maintained that Gaunt1s charge

misled the jury more than the evidence,
accepted every biased meaning, distilled
the poison for them! (p. 76) ,

Slo earri.es this accusation one step further- when he says that the

:

/AA
;

/ ,

■■■■ V

.. -

■'
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:

Judge knew he was leading the jiiry astrayg

v-

Then tell me what damnation to what inferno
would fit the toad that sat in robes and lied
when he gave the charges and knew he lied! (p® 73)«.

; Of course? all .these are the arguments and observations of a man
himself prejudiceds .daunt points-out this possibility to liOj (p® 78)s and for a time Mio considers that it might be so« Butafter the mock
trialscene. Gaunt lends •plausibility to Mi©;8a voieings when- headmits.. /;
that he rendered justice 81in. a, clear burst of angers righteously." .
(p> 9S)» And his very madness would be■proof that he.considered he had
. 1;

not done his job.

■

'

The judge8s first entrance shows his madness =. He asks a street

"

bum for directions$ and immediately starts to defend himself to the
hobo® (ppo 22s 23)o To Mios Gaunt says that if a judge should say but
once

'

.

the man is guiltyj and I will have it so : :
though his mouth cry out from the ground;
■and all the world
.
reyoke my word, he8:d have a short #ay to go . ;
■ to madness® 1 think you8d find him in the squares,,
. stopping the passers-by with arguments => (p- 77)»

:

And 11© responds with the thought that must pass thio Ugh the mind of
the' play-goerg

,

^

1-/

; -ity

- • By your ovm thesis
:
.y ' 1 '’^
'.; ■ you should be mad'
9.and no doubt you are, (p® 77)t":

'

A suggestion of madness on the part of Webster Thayer is con
tained in words spoken by William Ch Thompson to the Governor8s

'
■

- : ,.

. : ■■ : ' ' .

v

; .

' m .

. -.

0omit tee o Thompson had just commented to Judge Grant that Thayer sug
gested, that Thompson had some form of mental disease®
to says

Thompson went on

®.I should hesitate to attribute any. mental disease to the g'udge,

hut I think it would he more kind to do so than to attrihute to him what
the evidence appears to requireom■ ':.'

: . .■

-

Both.¥ail and Gaunt point outs when charged with prejudice^ that
;
' '
■\
2
it was the jury and not the judge that brought in the guilty verdict „
The Opposing Lawyers® In Gods of the, hightning we meet,both .the
prosecuting and defense lawyers® . in Salter, Anderson has drawn an am
bitious prosecutor who/ is more interested in his own career than in
seeing that justice he done® Be admits to Haslet* a business man who
wants laeready and Gapraro done.away with, that there is no evidence®
■(p ® 4-Q)- " -

./

'■'

But Salter is capable

.. '

■

'

' '-

-

of getting evidence where there is none to

be had® He convinces Mrs® Lubin that she should stick tothe story
she originally gave the polices •
SALTER® Does your son know that in 1915 you conducted a certain
type of house at 54 Charles Street?
;

IRS® LUBIN*

Oh, God, are you going over that again?

SALTER®lot' unless 1

have to®

(p® 4-6) ®

And Salter urges Bartlet.to play ball with him, sayings

^Transcript Vs5272®
■

%ods* P® 92 and Winterset® p® 76® '-

;

.

.: :•

-■ ;'
'

-
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v " When you start swearing to evidence there" s only one safe .thing
. to do--and that8s tell one story’and stick to it » How you8ye
told your story and if you stick to it you’ll be protected<V (p® 48)»
Laters when both of these witnesses retracted the statements they
made at the trials Salter went to work againg

I

.

1

,

GLUGKSTElBu Jerome Bartlet 9 the only witness to identify Capraro
as at the scene of the crimes retracts that identification--

v

SALlEK# You will find that he has retracted that retraction, Mr„
Gluckstein—
.
h"'•
'.
:

:

1

GLUGhSTEIE, I know nothing of that. No doubt the attorney for
the prosecution, has seen him again™
• ."
'
'■SALTEE-

I have^

(pp. 88^ 89j . :

•.i

:

‘;: ■ ■ All of •these tactics have an exact counterpart in the person of
Eatsmann, whose witnesses were of- the:same changing character, and whose
methods must have" indeed been very similar, as we shall .see .in the dis- h
cussions of the identification witnesses and the reasons for re-trial» •
' ’/. hs to the defense attorney, Gluckstein, he lacks the ahtagohizing
characteristics Of Moore, and also there is no evidence.that he himself
IS a radical, Moore was having some, sort of marriage trouble c, and.

■

only in this respect is Gluckstein similar, for Salter mentions a woman .
by way of intimidating the defense lawyero

(p« $l)i

’

•

•Wlnterset makes ;ho mention of either the prosecutor or the defense
lawyer,

';; -. ' '' •

:v_

-

• .-'

Law Enforcement Bodies» Both the police and the Department of

^Jougti-n and Morgan, p , 405«.

•

:

./

jBstiee dome in for eriticism in Gods of the Lightnings, and in both
eases the criticism is that which applies to those bodies in the Saeco■Sahzetti ease®

'’

-;

The laeready-Gapraro ease is presented as a joint effort of the
police.and Justice Department ^ working with the district attorneys in
an attempt to rid.the town of two men considered by influential persons
to be undesirable®

,

-

.t

The method used, by police in arranging for the identifieation of
. suspects is the same as that in the Sacco-?anzetti case® . Lois B®
Rantoul attended the trial of Sacco and Vanzettis representing the
-Great er ..Boston Federation' of Ghurehes« She criticized the method of
identification of suspects^ saying that "at no time with one exceptioh •f
were the defendants,Identified in a group, of men* Every identification
was made by witnesses being shown the two defendants, as the men, and
no others,® The defehdants. ;*ere made to crouch and assume many attitudes
at the .request of witnesses.® The exception was in the" ease of fanzetti*
.who was identified by one witness in a group of five or six men,
Vanzetti however being the only one with a mustache fsic/'a51

: •

In Sods of the Lightning laeready is•identified in like manner* :
There is no lineup* Instead^ Mac is the only man in the room® -(p* 44) °
■ ' Gluekstein— Maeready8s lawyer-^complains that hindrances have been
,put in the way of defense investigations by the prosecution®

(p° 60)®

Thompson had the same complaint to make When he was refused access to

■

the records of the Department of Justice?.although several agents of the'

' ■ •/V
;'r■/. : , ' '
'^Transcript ? s4.934®

department had admitted that important evidence was contained in the
Saeoo-Vanzetti file>

-

■

'

.

-

:

The Department of Justice is also brou^it into the early Anderson
play.

It ?dll he recalled that the department played an important role

in the historical affair. At one time twelve agents were working on the
Saeco-Vanzetti ease®^ A spy of the department and the district attorney
was placed in the cell .next to -Sacco in the Dedham'jai2,| and another ^
'V
"i:.;
'-■
'' ' - .
''
g
informer, was a memher of the Sac0:o»¥anzetti Defense Oommiftee. . - ,
: In Gods of the Lightnings Spiker is'a Department of Justiee spy,
working with the latior agitators while he is gathering information-about
their activitiesHe tries to goad them, into doing something criminal
when he snggests that they blow up the docks = (p. 31) • Salter, himself
.admits the nature, of the work Spiker has been doing when he tells the
agent over-the telephones

r

. v

;:

:; h.

If this is Department of Justice information* it* s.probably
cfeoked and. if8s .;probably dirty* bees-iBe l 5ve played m th them
: /beforeo:: .,(p.»:;52) . :: :■
1 V;:'-h„
v

And Salter tells Haslet what he really thinks of Spikers .
. ' 1 rather wish Spiker was up for murder® 15d take a' passionate delight in railroading a crook* just for a change. (p= 42)„
Thuss.Anderson has shown dramatically the prejudicial and unfair

% 0Ughin and Morgan* p. 123®
' %bid® .

■ Joughin and Morgan * p® 123®.

/
' - v ' : --1

.

'

•' .

i

:

■

- :■ .

-':

:

^

.•' ■ :

'- ':^

% .- X .

'45

taeties of the Justice Department in the early twenties» The department
is not only criticized but -ridiculed» laeready'says to Bauer when the
busybody expresses coneern over a poliee raid, on the Labor Lyceum,
I hope.they raid you and find enough Eights of Man around here to
give the Department of Justice theheebie-jeebies, (po 20)e

•

Winterset also criticizes police methods in the street-dance scene,
when the policemans, having no luck quelling the mob, pulls M s gun 8
lio commentsi •
.

' ' t- "

■

That:s in the best police tradition» incite a riot yourSelf and
then acause the crowdo (p..'41). -. ’

The Jury. The constitution of the jury in the Saceo-Vanzetti trial
■ ■■■
■u;-:. : -':
' ’ □ ;: ' - .
■ ' .■ - . ;
:was objected to by the defense counsel, and the first supplementary
motion for a re-trial was based on the fact that Ripley,; the foreman of 1
. ■: - -- .
"
. 1 ' .
XO
the jury, displayed open bias before the trial had yet begun,
>
Anderson uses tMs material in both of M s plays. In the early play,
Salter tells Haslet that he9s not -worried about the outcome of the ease,
that the jury is 81a hundred and forty proof Shriners and Ghamher of
vOofflmeree,”

(p, 41) <> Gluckstein objects to the way Salter is presenting

/the case to the juryt

.

'.

.'

'

You tell that jury a maais a radical and the whole twelve will
vote to hang him,' (hi 59)» '
;
Later,, in the courtroom scene, the fpremazt, of the jury, displays open, .

■ %oughin and Morgan, p, IQ).
^%ranscMpt IV§35S0.

^

jv ;.
;v

'_

prejudice when he questions Macready about the bomb that was set off
under his house the sight; before«, (ps 74) =

'•

:

■ ::

.There: are several references to the Romagna trialin Winters et
which indicate that the author meant no departure from his pattern.
When Miriamne questions Garth early inf he play about the ease,, he says
f.

; .;
\
y Everybody knew r
r:; * ; V
Romagna wasn't guiltyl -But they weren^t; listening
to evidence in his favor. They didn’t want it* (p, 9),

Of course this refers to the general concensus of opinion^ and not merely
the twelve who sat.as a jury.
prevailing feeling,.

However^ it does give an insight Into the

And later in the plays lio points up the impression

givdn by Garth: :

?

;

-bb

' ■:
-

f- '

.'-

'f

When a: court

; \

'

-

.-y

" d :;

panders to mob hysterics s and the jury
:comes in loaded to soak ahanarchist y
and a foreigner? it may be due process of law
but it % also, murderl (p, 72) „
■ -

-

Press Reaction * In both plays, the press is as active as it was
in history.
■

Salter tells Haslet that the

. . -■ , y ;

town’s crawling with reporters sending in front page; stuff . It’s
going to make a stink you can smell from here to Siberia, -(p, 42} „

Jail sayss "They’re printing us verbatimf (p, 42)j And the 'newspapers
are busy on the night of the.executions with every rumor finding print ,.
In Winterset9 Judge Gaunt testifies to the publicity the ease
.deceived?

:

;

m
_V .

.
.
fiy name-is clotided
with the "blackest, fiercest scandal /of our age
; that3s touched a judge. (pp0 77? 7B) «
:

:

:‘
-v'- : '

And after the mock trial MioP in response to Gauntfs admonition that he
; not repeat what he has learned^ sayss

-j

^
"tlo further than the moon takes the tides— no further
i t : . than the news went when he died—
;
when you found him guilty .
and they flashed that round the earth= (p« 99)«
: :

:^

:-

;■ ,iIo

fRiAL AEGGMEMT

.

/

■-

V ^

When we consider the evidence offered in the Macready-Capraro ease
,and the Romagna trials.and compare it with that offered against Sacco
,.

and fanzettiy: the results are interesting?. Indeed^.the ■second act.of
Gods of the Lightning reads like a research paper to anyone familiar

. ' with the South Braintree affair?

By contrasts the facts are. vague in -

Winterset» First«, Consider Gods of the Lightning?
Gods of the Lightnings Identification» The two witnesses who -apV pear in the district attorney8s office in the first scene;of the second
act are dramatic representations of real-life characters« First is
: Mrs® Lubino
testimony ? ,

She tells Salter that .she can81 go through with her
■

i. ■

.

•'

-.

l8d said the shooting was on the other side of the track., and.you
■ ' .■ can81 see the street there because there8s a railroad tower in Vi '
: ’ -ffche way? (p, 15)« ■ -VVV I';/ :v.
:V Vj? t.;Vr.
fV-V She realizes that, her testimony won81 hold up in court* and she knows :.'

that the defense attorney is aware of its impossibility0 But Salter
persuades her to stick:to her story when he threatens to tell her son
about her past life and reputation = (p0 4-6)«

,

The character of. lrs« Lubin seems, to be a synthesis of two identi- ;

fleatlon witnesses— Lola Andrews of the Dedham trial against Saeeo and
Vansetti? and Mrs. Georgina Frances Brooks of the earlier Plymouth trial
against Vanzetti for the Bridgewater crime»

•

..

Dola Andrews did not have a very good reputationo

lost people who

knew her did not think well of her,, according to testimony given by a
.former newspaperman.

Her personal life was somewhat of a mystery^'but

\
12
for some time a man was often seen coming out of her apartment,
Lois
B 4 Rantou]. stated that Lola Andrews5 testimony at the trial "was by
turns evasive and vicious.

She seemed dominated at all times by a fear

that past; events in her life would be disclosedo,r

It would be a

short step for the playwright to fashion the woman who ran na certain
type of house at 54- Charles Street ,M (p, 4 6 ) And— like Mrs, Lubin—

-

Lola Andrews retracted her identification^ claiming that she had. been
intimidated by the prosecution,

-

•

,V

Mrs, Brooks testified in the Plymouth trial that she saw the shoot
ing from a railroad station window. However s there were two buildings
,■■ ",
.'
.■■;
■
\
-' f■ '’ - ■ .... 1/
directly dbstructing her yiew^ making such an observation Impossible,

:r

transcript ¥ i515'7o

.. y - —
t
Ibid,

t b i d /p, 4-935, :

'•

V-

: ' : ..
:

.
. -h..:

"^Transcript Supplemental ffolume, p, 349=

:

/ '" „

.

: ■ . ■-

; - ;■

::

&:■

: .

Then# in the early play9 there was Jerome Bartlet s whose testimony
at the trial placed tiapraro in the bandits8 car«,

-

SALTEE^.;' Did yon see the face of the .man.who jumped into the other '
ear after the shooting oecurred?
■
■
BAETDET;,; Yes*/ sir,

p

^

\

;\ ' :

: ;l ’

BALTEE,, Would you say it was Gapraro?

'\
;

'
.'BAETLtee It was the dead image of him0 (p9 57)
Gn cross-examination;, Gluckstein draws Bartlet
WiUGKSTElIe
BABlLEEo

Do you say he was Gapraro?

;.';
.

:

Oh. it was not Gapraro c It was the dead image.of him?

; ; BAIffDEEv Y:es? siioi-

:

'

p

GDUGKSTEIH o What do you mean by the dead

And later§ -

:

'/

HOs .sir<> :It was the dead image of ;himV

GDUGKSTEIMd

BAETEET.

out onhismeaning o

Well/ it looked like him»
. '' .

.,p

v

image ofhim?

,' t

(pp0 58$ 59) .
: f-^ ;; f

.p
-

GLUCKSTEIl o. What do you mean’by dead image 3 iVIr«> Bartlett ;V
BARTLET o I mean it- looked -like him.

Short and darki; (po 60)0

Here again Anderson has sketched into his drama an actual witness $'
.this time using actual phrases from the ^testimony given at the trial of
Sacco and Vanzetti.® Recall the testimony of Pelsers identifying Saccog
'
-.

Do you see in the court room the man you saw shooting Berardelli
" that day?" ' . - ;V : - .;.■■■
.._i
■ ’
- ,
v

A= Wells I-wouldnft say it was hims hut he is a -dead image of
-himo-"0:.»::'o
. ■■ •
...
;v. v:,;,-/-:" v/i.'

r;
:

: :■

;

;

'■

-

; : 50

Q<. You say you wauldti81 Bay it is M m s but he is the dead, image of
• him? lhat do you mean, by that?
- ":'

A*

he hag got- the same appearanceo

_ '

- Q® Have you got any qxiestioa in your-.own mind but what .he is the
" ^ man?.© ©
- ■/ ■. - . '■

A© i wouldn't say he is the man© but he is the Head image of the
man 1 seen ©15
-^

■ Bartlet is also characterized as one who has been telling his story

around the town, and admitting he ■could not identify Gapraro„ (pp© 47-49)o
Several of the Sacco-Vanzetti witnesses were impeached by others to whom
they had told

contradictory stories© Carlos E» Goodridgesthe fugitive

who testified

under a false name^ isa good example„' Pourwitnesses

(his bosss a poolroom managers and two barbers) all elaimed that
■ - ':
;y ' :■ .i- ': h;
'
•';/"y; '
pg,
- 'Goodridge had told them he could not identify the bandits®
Gods of the Lightnings

Consciousness of Guilt©

.
' :

The matter of con-

seiousness of guilt enters into Gods of the bightnine® toos taking form
in the ^resistance of ffiaeready to his arrests and in his desire to shy
clear of police after the picket lines had been raided.

In court he

testified as follows?
': SALTER©

Why did you resist arrest?

MiGHEAD2<,
■SALTER©

. ’

.

V

I hit Spiker because he double-crossed me ©
Did yom make any otherresistance?

HAGREADI©; Maybe I did©

I didn’t like the idea' of being arrested©

.

^Frankfurters pp© 23, 24*

h h

T:'

'

h

.V

V. . ' -

'

v

-

:

:

\

-; ■

:

51

SiLTERo Have you ever heard of such a thing as the consciousness
Of guilt?
;
"
%

'

IBdlEADZo

I didnH feel it."

v"

'

.

SAIiTER'o Why did you turn away from the restaurant when you saw two
V policemen insidet ;
:v7
BilAGREADY» That8s s. childish question® What would you do if you’d
just been in a brush with the police? (p0 73)=
- •
An interesting

detail occurs in relation to this subject

ofcon

sciousness of guilto As Maeready is about to mnelude his testimony on
the stand9 he asks of Salter the questibny nlho killed Salgedo?” (p. 74)»
V

Salsedo 9 of coursey was a real personj, a friend of Sacco and

Yanzettij who had been found dead on the sidewalk in front of the New
york building where he had been held by the Department of Justice®
Salsedo8s death had occurred the day before the arrest of Sacco and
Vanzettiy and had been the .major factor (so their defense argued) in
the lies they told and the manner in which they acted when arrestedg
thinking as they did that their arrest was for political reasons»

■

These lies and. actions were to form the basis for the charge that Sacco
and Vanzetti had a "consciousness of guilt,"
The interesting thing is that Maxwell Anderson should use the name
of Salsedo in his play,, his only reference by actual name to any of the ..
persons of the historical drama.The reference occurs
.immediately passed over.

but onces.and is -.

It might well be argued that this is a dramatic

mistake^ reminding the audience for a moment of the actual easey con
cluded but a year beforey and taking their thoughts away

from the frame .

of reference of the

is withthat

Macready-Gapraro easey similar as It

of the Saeeo-Yansettl affair.

Oh the other handy the mention of

Salsedo0s name might be considered a stimulus;, coming at the end of
Maeready^s interrogation by the prosecutor^ and given to an audience
aware that ,it is watelaing the drama of Saeeo and Vanzetti unfold on the
stage o I believe it is artistically a mistake o
The consciousness of guilt of Macready is the same as that pleaded
for Saeeo and Vantettis

the fear of arrest of a radicals who because

of M s political activities has reason to shy away from the haunts of
the .poliee> And— like Katzmann-™Bistriet Attorney Salter plays up this
radiealism::duidng'the.: trial scene»> ; :
.

:,

' .
•

Gods of the Lightnings Accent on Radicalism* In the scene in the

district attorney5s offices Gluckstein expresses concern over Salter8s
.tactics#

. ;

. .

-. h

' '' ■

^

}

.. .

If you keep on playing up the Bolshevik business to the jury5,
it8s plain murder* (po 50)®

But Salter is not swayed« ,When he gets Macready on the stand? he
questions' him on the principles of theleWoho $ on the Use of" violence^
on his.attitude toward- the justice given workers j and on the Constitution <
(p. 7l)o He!later brings out that .MaGready was a pacifist and an agita-. :
tor during the war * (p* 74) » •Gapraro is,shown to be a pacifist^
(PPX 76« 77) j, an anarchist and a draffc-dodger0 (pp» 78s 79) ® Further^
he. exhibits anti-patriotism and atheism* (p0 79). It is interesting to
compare the testimony given by Gapraro bn the subject of draft-dodging
with that given by Saeeo at his trial*

SALTEB« In 1917$ you left your
home to avoid the draft* didnH
y°u»
■
GAPRAROo Yes«
. '
.'
'
SALTER®: You opposed the wa.PT
OAPMRO ® It was a war for busi'ness*;a war for hilliohs of
dollars* murder of young men
for blllidhSo (gp® 78* 79)®

SAOCOV ^World War 1 was/ for
the
great millionaire9No war.
for the civilization of men.
They are war for business5,
million dollars eome on the
- ■ side., What right we. have to
kill each other?
(Transcript IIg1877).
'
■ ;
' ’
,'

A, oareful look at the subj ects covered by Salter in questioning
Maeready and Capraro convinces one of his purposei The two men are on ’ .
trial for the robbery and murder of a paymaster* and yet * questioning .
Maeready* Salter interrogates him only on the picket line raid and his
resistance to arrest* in addition to questions about his political be
liefs and radical:activities* with Capraro* Salter asks only about a de
posit of money made on the day of the crime besides radical matters®
Indeed* Suyorin puts his finger bn the key.to Salter9s atta.ck when he

You would rather pin this crime on a radical, than on a criminal„
: (P® 85) o
. .
:' ■.
" , : :
it
Wintersets Trial Argument® By contrast with Gods of the LI ghtningy
the details of the trial argument against Bartolomeo' Romagna in Winterset
are not definite®

We do learn from Garth that "they weren’t, listening

to evidence in his favor®" '(p® 9)®

i

i

.

'

''
.i

•

judge Gaunt* speaking to the policeman in the street * further sub
stantiates the opinion that the Romagna trial was not entirely just s
'

Yes* and there are liars on the force! Theycame to me with their shifty lies! :(p® 38)®

.
'

-‘

These statements lend more weight to the utterances of .Mio on the:

7

subjecte To Gaunt he sayss

7

,

. The trial" it self was shot full of legerdemain^
prearranged, to lead the jury astraye (p. 76) »

And again to Gaunt:-

■

--

.

::

:

: :^r

' - 7
v Ioot; charge .
;
misled the jury more than the evidence» (p« 76) 1

But other than these indications$ there is no information in the
verse drama indicating the exact nature of the evidence against lio!s.
fathera The dramatist has ehosen a different perspective, and is not
so interested in these details pertinent to the father as he is in the .
drama of the son.
'

:

■

;

.iii,

t

r

o

s

b

H

s

.

w

.y

;

•

Ih the last part of the second act of Gods of the Lightning,
Maxwell Anderson makes use of the major.arguments" advanced by counsel
for Sacco"and Vansetti for a re-trialo
In the person of Suvorin, the playwright deals with fhe'ledeiros8 . :
confession and the Thdmpson theory relating to the. lorelli;gang®

,

Like Medeiros, Suvorin is a criminal, condemned to die on a murder

charge.

He. was a professional, a man who had robbed before. At one

time Suvorin had been a radical lahdr'leader| there seems to be no in- :.
dieation thatrMedeirosOr any of the Morelli. gang were agitators = :
By using Suvorin in the trial scene« Anderson was able to aeeom, ..
.
Ix,,;'.
pllsh several purposes = He was able to condense events that actually

oceurr?d years apart* Then. again> the confession of Medeiros does net
A

easily lend Itself to dramatic treatment*

Furthermore5 by using it In

;

, the trial sceneAnderson wa.s able to further'show the determination of

^ '

Salter to prosecute Macready and GaprarOe And finally5, the whole busi' ness makes an effective curtain scene®- ' d' - ::

y-

,• •

In the trial scene? there is no mention of the technical subject of
• ■1

ballistics®

Bub in the third scene of the second act s when: the defense

d

- .:-d-., -attorney is making a last plea for a new trial; before the sentence is
' ' pronouneedy the subject is brought ,up® (p® -@9) F :We learn that Mr® '
;

Howard^ the ballistics expert? gave prearranged'answers to the prosecu. -tor*s questions— that = like Proctors

' v/

' \

he did not intend fo' say'that the mortalbullet was fired from the
pistol.in the possession of Macready, but only that it might have
been' fired from that, weapon® (p® 39)»
,
; r

■ '

Gluekstein and Judge Vail1discuss the ballistics motioh for re- --

•

: ■ - trial$ but no further inforntation is given the audience about this ques-;
.

tion® Thusj, Anderson has simplified a difficult phase of the Sacco-

.

. .r

Vanzetti evidence$ disregarding the 'pages and pages of technical
.testimbny and datdg and utilising only the one main point:
testimony was prearranged to mislead the jury®
-

dd-

expert

d /d % i f • .

•'
-

-;

Then there are the identification witnessesj lirs® Lubin and Jerome; -

- 1,d d Bartletg who retract their testimony ® (pp» 88s 89) ® Like. Lola Andrews
; 'd ' -of the real cases 'Mrs. Lubin retracted her testimony^ claiming that her;
. identification was obtained under, duress, (p® 88)® Lola Andrews had d - d :
.

maintained that She had been intimidated and-primed by the prosecution®
- d Jerome Bartlet (the only.witness identifying Gapraro as at the scene of

the crime) $, like his historical comterpart$ Lewis Pelser (the only wit
ness to identify Sacco as Berardelli8s killer) retracted his identifica
tion = (po 88)«, Bartlet g however^ later retracted M s retraction» (po 89)=
Gods of the Lightning^ then# sticks close to the historical'material
in the reasons for re-trlal=

Winterset is again vague = .,Mio says in one

ptoee,;.

-.

' .' :;

.

:

'

.

.

'

....

16ve searched the records through9:the trial and
.
■
•.
'
what. .
;: .
came after5 (p. 72)
;
. 1:

'

'

' ;■

indicating, that there may -have heen appeals for a new trial«, But we do ■
not know of theme

'

.' -

-:

'

’

';■ ' .

.:

The only reason for a re-trial which is Brought out in Winterset is
.that 81Garth Esdras was not called” (p0 75) to the witness stand«, And

1-■

this one fact is played up, providing the motivation for Gaunt, Mio, and
Trock to all converge on the ramshackle dwelling of Garth, his father,
and M s sister« Judge Gaunt admits that he knew of Garth, and could
have called him to ritness at the trial if he had. desired.,

(p0 65)=

The whole business of GartM;s testimony, known by the prosecution
to exist at the time of the trial, but not called for, finds its source
in the person of Gould, who was fired upon by the bandit alleged to be
Sacco, and had the best opportunity for identification of. all the withessesl Gould notified the police, but was not called upon at the
trial® His testimony was later learned of hy the defense., and made the
subject of one of the early supplementazy motions fbr re-trial„

17' '

'

-;

■

■.

Joughin and Morgan, p, 13®

5?
:

.. " ' . : ;

v ;;. : ^

^

V

■

;

Other details relative to the.history are brought out in Gods of
the lightningo The appeal to, the Governor9 the appointment by the .
Governor of a speeial eommittee: to investigate the case^ the appe&l to
the Supreme Court—-all of these appear in the third act„
The speeches of Scene III of Act II find precedence in the words
of ?anzetti before the death sentence is imposed upon him:
VAHZETTIo I am not only in
nocent of -bhese ttte;!"crimeSi,:
%
iii alf ^
I have f Y
never stole and I have never
u killed and I have ;never
..
' spilled blood =
:;
(Transcript
97).
:

OAERAEQo I am innocent j not
only ©f this Prime but of
all crimeso (p.,91)» :

'VMZETTIo I have.refused to go.
in" business'because I under
stand that bus'iness is a ^
-speculation on profit upon
cex-tain people that must de-',
pend upon the business man9
and I do not consider that
that is righto
f
'
(Transcript Vs4.897)».

f „:GAPEAE0» I have earned by
.
- ■ 'labor- what I wanted to live?
and I have refused to be a
member of any class but the
f
working-class$ even when it
. could have beenj, because to .
be in business is to take
.
.. • profit 6$ to be a parasite$
to take what you have not
% - deserved, and.that I could
: -not dOo. (ppo ,91$, 92) c -

VMZETT1 o I have struggled
all- my life; since f -began
t© reasonj to eliminate
crime from the earth»
(Transcript Vs4-897)»

; CAPMRGo .A11 my
life I have
„. - worked against .crimes against
:■:
the murder of war^ against
oppression of the poor,
against the great- crime
which is government» (p= 92),

VMZETTI e We:have proved that
there could not have been
. another Judge on the face of
the earth more prejudiced and
more cruel than you have been
-against us* - .
(Transcript V %4-898) „,

CAPRAROo I know that you have
been,an unjust;judge to us,
tl^t;:you -have fear for us,.: ,
. f" and therefore, hate for: us
that you have wanted us dead
. and have taken advantage to
■f. ;kill us» :(p® 92)«
f-

VAlZEETIe I Would not wish
MACREADY« I8:hi not guilty as
to a dog or to. a snake# to
' charged but I am guilty-— I'm.
the most' low and misforfcun. guilty of being a radical-ate creature of the earth—
•
and that6s what I was eonI would not wish to any of
vieted for and that9s what
them what- I haye had to. '•
'v"'.vy you®re sentencing me for,
suffer for things that 1 am
. I?m guilty of thinking like
not guilty of . But my .eon- '
! ;
a free man and talking like .
'
vietioh is that 1 -have suf- .'
•e. free man and acting like a ':
fered for things that I am
free: man— e.nd the jury didn’t
guilty of» I am suffering
■ .like it and you- don,81 like - :.
'because
am,a radical and'
it— and so the logical thing"
indeed I am a radical| I
';
is to put me where I can’t do
have suffered' because I„ am
.■
it any more, i’m guilty of
an Italian^ and indeed 1 am
spreading unrest among the
an Italian! I have suffered
'
slaves and raising, hell with
more for my family and for
•
slave morality, 1 8m guilty
my beloved than for myselfI'
of exercising my rights under
but I am so convinced to be .
the constitution and I guess
right that: if you could
:'
the constitution8s .gone out
execute me two times? and
;
in this country, It isn’t
.
if I could be reborn two
being done. So you go right
other times * 1 would live,:a. ' V - . ; ■ ahead- and sentence mes and
■'
again to do what I have...
* ,
don’t let your -conscience
done alreadyo ’ ;: bother you at all, (p<, 91). :
(Transcript ItlfiQU).
:
^ :
'
y
Other details are also similar®

Capraro,, like Vanzettif at the

•

last minute before the judge reads thb sentence of the courtasks to
"
'
y.
- y ,: ■ .
y ■ ■ ■./
speak to his lawyer,.
Even the date of executions
within the week beginning on Mondays the tenth day of Augusts in
the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and twenty-seven,
'
a
:;
■

is the same as one which was ordered for Sacco and Vanzetti, .(They were
to have been: executed in the week beginning July lO; this was -later.pub .
up to August 10g and finally advanced to August 22 so that special motions

iSGods, p. 92s Transcript ¥§4-904-,

'and petitions might be heard)

And finallys Maeready and Gaprarog

Sadeo and Yanzetti were all. eleetroeuted at about midnight»

^%oughin and Morgan^ p« 23 =

CHAPTER I?

SOCIAL CRITICISM ' -

Vanzetti once said^ 5,My conviction is that I Kave suffered for
things that I am guilty of®"

He referred to his political opinions,,

his beliefs:which were so different from those of the society of which
he' was-a •part ® Both Saeco and Vanzetti were critical of that society#
andJ/iaxtf/eli Anderson has incorporated some of their criticism into his
two p

l

a

-d - d d f . n

y

s

v." • t ' -vd -, .

r

I,

"Two Classeso"

\\

......

'’

RADICAL ELMENTS .

Sacco and Vanzettiy and especially the former^

...

made many, comments about: opposing classes, in this country» Sacco felt
a kindred feeling with the laboring class^ of which he was a part® Be
fore bis arresty he had been active in labor and radical causes ® In

1916 he took part in a strike demonstration and was arrested for dis
turbing the peace»

Frequent were Sacco1s attacks on the capitalist

elasS s'which he., regarded as the enemy -of the -worker ®

Vs 4.904e
2- d:d:-d..Joughin and Morgan j,. p« 457=
% M d j

p®

4660

•

d

■ .

In his

extemporaneous speech to Judge Thayer before the sentence of death was
pronounced9 Saeti© expressed his feelingsaying,, MI know the sentence
will be between two classg the oppressed .class and the rich class* and
:there will always be collision between one and the o t h e r , . .
it his trial Saeeo had also expressed his belief9 maintaining there
that the rich class prevented the working class from bettering its con
dition® He saidg "The capitalist class „ «•.•» they don81 want our child
to go to high school or to college or Harvard College, , s „ They don91'
want the working,class educationed; they want the working class to be a
low all,the times^ be-.underfoot> and not to be up with the head®”?
. So important was this belief to Sacco that he felt that he, a labor
ing .man, should not be represented by a la^er .of thp rich, class® As a'
result, he tried several times .(against the wishes of Varizetti) to discharge his counsel, William G® Thompson®
:" Vanzetti did not feel so strongly on the subject as did Saeeo®
nevertheless j he did feel that capitalism was wrong, and that it perse—,
ented the worker®

His ideas on the subject are also made clear in his

_

speech before the death sentence was read, when he said, MX have refused
to go in business because I nnderstand that business is'a speculation on
profit upon certain people that must depend upon the business man, and I
do not consider that that is right and therefore I refuse to do thatV”

ranscript .¥g1896 ®.v
^Transcript IIg1876®
?g$279® .
¥§4897®

The first instance of this "collision" of the classes in Finterset .
occurs when Lucias the street-piano man3 is kicked off the streets and
told that he must, not return.

This amounts to taking away his suste

nance^ There, is reason then for-his bitterness-as he talks about the

—

.

PINYo Why shouldn! t'you make a limng on the street? The
Bational Biscuit Company ropes off Eighth Avenue— and does the
•mayor -do anything? Nog the police hit you over the head if you
y t w to go throught
‘ rv . : .-'
'
■:
:

;

■- LtJGiAo You got the big dough3 you get the pull, fine4, ho big
.dough, no pull, what the hell, get off •city property! 1 (p° 31)e .
Later, when Lucia piays for the street-dahee and the policeman trys
to stop.it, a radical in the, group spouts off on the subjects
And there you see it, the perfect example of capitalistic oppres
sion! In a land where music should be free as. air and the arts
should be. encouraged, a uniformed minion of the rich, a guardian
r^yraidon of the' Park Avenue pleasure hunters, steps in and puts a
limit on the innocent enjoyments of the poor! (po 35)°
This proletarian point of view finds its expression in Gods of the
Lightnings, too, where it affords the greatest single conflict of the
drama ® The laboring class takes form in the labor meeting held off
stage, and some of.the members come into the scenes on stage, laeready:
and Gapraro— like Sacco and Vanzetti— are presented as their leaders.
And like Vanzetti (who was scheduled to address a meeting at Brockton on .
May 9, A iew days after",his arrest) ^ Macready is a speechmaker.

The

capitalist 'class is shown in Haslet, the business man who asserts, that

' .:
.

Macready and Gapraro must be removed* as theyhave already cost the.
Northfield Company millions, . (p. 40).

.

-.

;

The class eonfliet is given dramatic expression .in the scenes In
the district attorney6s office and thecourtroom,

? ‘

A new corollary is also phrased in Gods of the‘Lightnings Religion
is viewed 'by ffiaeready as a force that makes men meeko

As such* it tends

to make the laboring class accept their lot> thns furthering the cause
df the capitalisto

(p. 26)» .

.

Pacifism, Sacco and Vanzetti were both pacifists« During World
:War One^ iMle /making $22 =,50 a day* Sacco refused to buy Liberty Bonds
because he did not beiiesre in war* and gave up his job* fleeing into
Mexico together with Vanzetti and. others:;in order to escape the draft,
At his trial gacoo -gave the reason for his pacifism::
The war. is: not shoot's like Abraham Lincoln’s and Abe Jefferson* to
fight for the free country.* for the better/ education* to give chance
to any other peoples* not the white people but the black and the
others* because they believe and know they 'are mens like the rest *
but they are war for the great millionaire. Id war for the civili
zation of men. They are war for business * million dollars come on
.the side = What right tre have to kill each other? ^
Vanzetti is more to the point* saying* "We were against the war because
we did not believe in the purpose for which they say that the war was
■v,
:■
done. We believe it that the war is wrong,"
, - ;
■

Joughin and Morgan* p, 457>
Transcript II$1877=

'y ''

•

-

Both Macready and Gapraro were pacifists during the war-,, (pp0 749 78)=

-

Furthermore» the reasons for their beliefs were the same as those held
by Saeeo and Vanzettio

Gapraro5, questioned by Salter on his opposition"

to the war* only slightly rephrased .Sacco" s words#' •
‘

-

It was a war for business^ a, war for billions of dollars9 murder
of yomg men for billions e (ppo 78s 79) =.
And Gapraro8s speech a few lines later expresses the same thought

as Saeeo9s— that the war was not to insure- freedom, and opportunity^, but
to gain money = To Gapraro9s speeeh is added only the 'symbol of the flags
When- we are young boys we look on a flag and believe it is the flag
of liberty and happy people— and now I. know it is a flag to carry
wh6h*the ';Old meh kill the-young men for billionso (p= 79) »
.
': .

Anarchismo .Both Saceo. arid vanzetti were anarchists<, as was Gapraro

in Gods of the Lightningo (bo 78)» Vansetti defined his philosophyK and
that of his comrade «s in his petition to. Governor Fuller pleading that the .
Governor review the- ease and call for a re-trial0 He said that anarchy
"means literally the absence of governmentp and 8anarchist8 a disbeliever
in government ^ and eventually in actual law;'"

that anarchy 81is a .

philosophy that like all the philosophies aims to human progress and
happiness» Gur goal Is the ultimate elimination of every ford of
violence and the utmost freedom to each and all actuated by the elimination of every form of oppression and exploitation of the man by the man a"

.Such a philosophy would only logically call for pacifism and the attitude
toward capitalism taken by the two Italians» - a

-

,'fv

^

Yanzetti eonanents. on the transition to anarchism^ and on communism
and socialisms ^

;■ v

■

v./-.

We are not so foolish as to believe or to advocate that human ■: h
institutions be changed in a day« The change mustbe gradual« >; .
But we do believe that there ought to'be a change^ and that it
should be in the direction of more freedom and not more coercion«
That is where.we are opposed to every theory of authoritarian
communism and socialism) for they would rivet more or less firmly
the chains of coercion on human spirit^ just as we .are opposed to
the present system^ which is based upon.coercion o^"
Yansettls theng gave a definition of his.philosophy? and commented
.on various aspectsof it, 'Such elaboration is not found in;the ease of
GaprarOo- ■ Anderson pictures Gapraro as an anarchist % but aside from his
assertions that.government is wrong and that therefore he is against
governments (ppe 26s 78)s we are told nothing, This 1 believe, is wise
judgment "fcy the playwright e lather than be definite, he relies on the variety of popular' definition given the term® Yanzetti himself admits 1 .
with insight that to the average American fthe word 9anarchist? is a
compendium of all that is bad and wrong in man, and, means a potentiality
of wrong'and of crime 6**"^ -

"

-

•...

::

hike:Yanzetti,.Gapraro speaks put against violence, although his
Statement adds no further insight into his philosophys
When you take violence into your hands, you lower yourself to the '
level, of government9 which is the origin of crime and evil® (p= 26) ®

^Transcript Ys4-921o
% b l d , p. 4920.

;

Yaazetti had been particularly emphatic on the matter of violences

“On

principle we abhor violence, deeming it the worst form of coercion and
authority®”^

. :' .

." •

' ,;v .

;■ '

.:

/ Just before his exeention^, Yanzetti was beset by a feeling of per
sonal resentment against his foes. He asked Thompson how he eouldpossibly forgive his enemies3, and Thompson aited the example of Jesus®

A

few hours later^ in the execution chamber, Yanzetti shook hands,with his
executioners and said, ‘’I wish to forgive some people for what they are
now doing to m

e

•Jbughin remarks, "This was his .final judgment On

the moral problem of human violencea;i'
;'

,

f

^

'

Anarehistic literature played an important role in the trial of

Saeco and Vanzettio The two foreigners were arrested just after they had
attempted to. get Bodays eai* from.the garage where it had been: left for

:

repairs o Their purpose .was to use the car to get rid of radical litera
ture in theif possessiono They feared a police raid,

Yanzetti testified

that the police, "went through the house of many men who were active in
the Radical movement and Socialist and labor movement, and go there and
take letters and take books and take- newspapers, and pub men in jail and
deported many.«Y^®

.

',

■■■. Transcript VsA9220 '
'
.1
:
■■
■■ '
> '
Joughin. and Morgan, pp» 490, 491=
,■ yg
: .v
. ' - ... '
■
--.' L *
Osmond K « Fraenkelg The Sacco-Vanzetti Case9 (hew York,, Knopf,
1931) g P* -:
2§9 quoted by Joughin and Morgan, .p> 491®
;
^Joughin and Morgan, p«, 491®
Transcript IIg 17219 1722c

' ■
p

' '

^

: f ■/ .. f'.

:
f y

-'

: '

:

: ■
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In Gods of the Lightning this fear of police raid alsb finds ex
pression® The bnsyhddy 'Bauer says

.

.;

•

;;

■■'

’

You never know when there8s going to he a raid® They raided the
Zeitung right across the street® -Wellj, .why wouldnJt they raid you
here if you® re distributing anarchist literature? (pp® 155 l6) «

: ,
-

i.nd Bauer demands that the books he taken aways just as Sacco and
:?"ana.ett±:plamtod t© take the hooks from the houses of their friends s and
pub them.in hiding® . '' ,
The humor connected with Bauer and his scrutiny of the bookshelf is
very similar to that injected, into his trial by Sacco®
: "books

' .'

f

Bauer picks up a

.

,V ^

'-y

i

BABBB®; Here8s- one« Liberty 9 Equalityj.Fraternity'for.Humanity!
.Is that"
-.or-Anarchisf?
SOfllBBI® That goes back to the French Revolution.
: .

BADERo

Revolutions, huh?
o

•

.

o

o

’

:•

. 'y'
‘ -

.

;

-XV" '/r 'f

•

v ’.

.

; ;■
;: :

'

T-'h

SOlERBYo You'll find; some' copies of the Declaration of Independence
there® Dangerous stuff$ too® (p® lb).

Bumorousg, b # perhaps not so much so as Sacco® s retorts
And the books which you intended to collect were books relating'
to anarchy,, weren't they?
1
..
.
/A® .lot all of them®

Qa Bolshevist?
A®
® ,;^=

'

• ■V

-/

:

-.

:;

I do not know what Bolshevism means®
soviet?

■.

.

-. '-'

'■ . ..
:
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A»

1 .do not know what Soviet means,

Qo .Communism?

.

-

.

.v ;■

. A® les.o I got some on astronomy^.too.

courts 'm b justice

;

The subject of justice> and the function of the court in dispensing •
justieej was -a matter of much concern to Maxwell Anderson .in both of the •
plays considered^

It provided a motivation for writing; them.,- convinced

as.:.he was:that;:thei*e was" A miscarriage of justice,'in the Saceo-Vanzetti
case,
Gods of the liightning is, of course^ a direct criticism; ©f justice
and the courts..showing 7% the entire action ,6f the play, but especially
in the second act .scenes Ah the; district attorney's office arid in the
court room, that, justice was not delivered, •In the last, act. Ward sum- '
marizes the action, of the'play, ; ...

" •

'

,

7 It is'justice! The government8© 'putting away some bad boys the
7 way governments always put away the boys that won't play the

The early play is specific o Its verdict can be read simply^ The picture
'IS'painted,in black and white, -boldly6 -- 77' .

■-"I .1;

, :;7'4.7 -. -

In the verse'drama, the. painter broadens his palette o There is the
black picture'. -BSdras; says', that justic

is a.;7. '

7

7"7

blind Snake that strikes men down in the. dark, mindless.'with fuiyl
:;

7:

:

■

■

;■ - transcript II11889, 1890,.

■

■

■

•

' , ^ 77: 'l' '

■

,

'gixp:.#,:';::'

.' -71 y

^^ ' .

■-And.'Garr adds, to the pietureg .•'
Go out and make yourself a pot of money and
you can ihiQr all /the justlee yotf want 6.
Convictions obtainedg convictions averted0 .
Lowest rates in years® (p® 29)®
Mio is in 'a. similar frame of mind when he compares justice to the descrip-r
tion of a chess ■gameo 'vWhite 'always, ..wins^ and :lsmight makes white." (p®115),
The opinion is the same as one Vanzetti penned in one of his letters&
"The. laws are the codified will of the dominating classes®"; ...fv. '
-

'

Color appears in the.picture when a reason is given for the decree® -

The.p#iic. must have confidence in the court®; must believe that its Ver'diet's are just and considered®

Public confidence is all-important . This

thought finds expression in Vanzetti8s petitien to the Governors

"Many

.yill be found who ® ® ® will be willing to » » „ urge upon you that the
'
23 v ■
prestige,of your courts is more important than our lives®8''

,:-

'

Garr voices this thought In Winterset A (pi 28) and it 'is given by

fudge Ga^t as the exduse for his actions» The judge confessess
■

;■:h;;-;,

■
:--W'fi', ''':

'''hv^JtMtiee^onceJrendered;., ’:y'''
v :,
in a clear burst of angers righteously9
' •
_ upon a very commop laborer^
^
;, .confessed an anarehist? the verdict, found
' '^.1 ; 1 : ,
and the precise machinery of law
h ;■ ,V. '
,
•invoked to know him guilty— think what furor
would rock the state if the court then flatly
v; : •
. ’ .
‘
said|::; .
.’f/' '■'
all this Was lies--must be reversed? It's
‘‘'S .. ;
:
v-V'': :
v A'better, '
' '.

-Hieoia Sacco and Bartoldmeo Vanzetti 9 The Letters, of Sacco and
Vanzetti3 ed®. ty ■Marion D„ Frankfurter., and Gardner Jackson (Hew Yorkjj
Vikings .1928)g pa;264^ quoted'by Joughin and Morgan^ .p® 4-91® '<
'
transcript V|.4-922°

..

-

• '■

;y.

-

70
■

- .
;

' :i;

as mxj judge can tell you9 in ,such cases,
^
holding the eomon good to be nierth mare . than sffiall'injustices to let the record stand,
^
:
let one man die«> "For justice^ in the maing
.t.
'' ;
> ■.is goTerned by opinion« Gommmities ■'
-n',.- - ■
;. will have what they will have9 and it8s quite ::
/
'
■
; i .:: v aS:weii :.
.-after all? to be rid of anarchists« (pp® 90> 99)«.
'

The final coloring is voiced by E'sdras®

This is the far=dff view,

the picture of justice from.the. perspective of eternity® The old man .. \
meditates that the world considers only that

.

those who die suddenly should be revenged.
But those whose hearts are cancered, drop by

-

j. : ■
.
;
’

'

:c;.
.>•;
t ®

-

. v yin. small vraysj ::little by\iibfie® till t h ^ 8ve;'
• ..
■ jy V'
^ .-'''ji i
borne t, . _' .
1
all they, can bear/ and die. - these deaths will
•
■
- go
’ ' ' ...
unpunished now as always, (p. 18)» .
‘ .

.y
.

:

There's not one title to.land...or.life?. : •
even your own, but was built bn rape and murder, . . ■
back a few years, (p. 71) o
...

_

‘ ''
;•

,

Ill, THE FAMILY OF THE COMDEMHED

.

...'

; y In Winterset s Anderson emphasizes a social aspect not found in Gods - '
of the Lightning— the effect of a .criminal trial and execution upon the
family of the convicted man.

y :'

Because of his father's execution, lio is

ostracized'by society, and looked down upon® He discusses his situations
> 1 .: -'Tilhen the State executes: your father, 'and your mother dies of grief,
and you know damn .well he was innocent, and the authorities of
your home town politely inform you they'd consider it a faVor if •
•
you lived somewhere' else— that cuts you off from the world, (p«,26)„
The. prolonged trial and imprisonment; of Sacco'must have indeed had

'
■■. .

a deep effect upon his wife;and family,

A son, Dante, grew from child

hood to adolescence while Sacco was in jail,:and-a daughter,'Imes, ;was
born after Saeeo was arrested, • Yet, despite the tension, we are ibid
that Saeeo8s son is happy and' well-adjnsted,
Mlo®

' ;

" •V

;

:

•

:•■Joughin and Morgan, pp = 4.63s 464«

.hnlilce the bitter, lonely
;■

'

.Z

^

'

•- -

% :

./

;:V

% GOHGLUSIOES :

.•

;

'■ -

The psrpose'of the.present study has been to Investigate the ways
:la which, a pla3rm>right can use historical material in the writing of
drama 0 The two plays of Maxwell Anderson-=Gods of the Ligjhtning and
fflnterset—°hoth of which refer to the Sacco™?apzetti ease$ were selected
for study,, The earlier play— Sods of the Lightning— is largely passed
over ly the "critics* while Winterset 9 a drama in vers6$, is generally
felt to be end of Andersonfs greatest achievements®
■We have traeedl in detail how the two plays make use'of the SaccoVanzetti easea It only-remains for us to summarize the methods used in
the two playsj and compare the results Anderson achieved0 First/we
mayconsider what generalizations can be drawn from the-two dramas re
garding the adaptation of historical material=
,;-v
.

::

. i/Io.; T S ;MPTiTI01 0F HISTOHIGto MMlEMAL

■ -

As we have considered detail after detail in the two playss certain

,techniques of adaptation have recurred again and againo - We may divide
them into three

general classes?

and (3) elaborationo
(1)

(l) reproduction^ (2) simplification/

Let us now consider each of these in turn.

Reproduction. By reproduction I do not mean an exact

imitation of. the historical' faets although even this is possibles as we
shall see o Instead^, I mean that the dramatist has used, a certain
elemeiit relatively unchanged from actuality, rephrased'perhaps in his
own styles but hasiWlly unaltered^ • g
:

i

Maxtvell Anderson does this numerous times .in the earlier play , ;

,

Gods of the lightnings 5Iffahy elements of the plot are reproduced -from
the Massachusetts ease ® We- have seen how- the court room scene so

'

closely resembles the Sacco-17anzetti trial« The same types of: evidence
were offered against the defendants™the identification testimony

.

(ppa- 4^ 50),%;the argument of consciousness of guilt (pp« '50-52), and
the emphasis-hy the district attorney in his questioning on the radical
ism of the defendaht? (pp0 52-,53) o Indeed, in the testimony of Bartlet
in the trial scene, the exact words of lewis Pelser. have heen hseds :
^It was the dead image of him!81 (go A9) «

.

Furthermore, as we have seen, the speeches of Capraro and Macready
before the sentence of death very closely resemble the words of
Vanzetti (pp0 57, 58), ahd the denial of the motions for re-trial, by
Judge fail is- very akin to that by Webster Thayer (pp0 38, 39)»
■The plot of Winterset does not eoritaih such reproduction of his- :
■■torical material® .

;

- ■

-,

:

Important characters in both dramas were feprodueed from actuality®
Sapraro of Gods ,of the Lightning is:very much like Vanzetti (p® 31) ,
Bartlet is almost the Bdead,image? of Lewis Pelser (pp« 491 5®)p and

-1
''- 1 .• . Page references in this chapter are to earlier pages in this
thesis®
- -.. -r
'
y
v.y

: := -

:v ;
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Salter8s ambitionj methods $, and line of questioning are reproductions
of those of Katzmann (pp». LX^, 42) = In Winterget^ Trock and M s com
panions bring to mind the: Mdrelii. gang. .(pe 37) a

.

.

The themes' that a. plhywight wants to express in his drama dan also
•be reproduced from history o In both of his plays <> Anderson is concerned
about the use of power by persons of authority0 The main theme of Gods
of the •lightning might be ^stated*

e9T here is a .misuse of power by those '

in a position of authority0“ Many details point this ups

the: under-..

.

handed tactics of Spiker5 the Department of Justice agent- (po- 44-), the7 determination of Salter to obtain a conviction even though he"is con;vinced that Macready and Gapraro are. innocent (.pp6 43-> 42)s.the methods
of the police (pp0 42s 43)$ the refusal of the judge to consider the
potent, arguments offered by the defehse in:asking for a re-trlal

*.

(pp»: ,$4-3$).g and the' refusal of the Governor and his Committee to order
a new hearing (p= 57) =

•

..

- t

• ': fioweverg a play with a theme too close to actual happenings often
is not able to withstand the test of time» The hazard was: realized in •
Gods of the Lightning^ for we iearn from John van Druten that Anderson
woh8t allow some.of his earlier dramas to be revived^ ^because of the
• present state of politicaJL consciousness o He feels that they would
look too much as though he were recommending insubordination to
authorityg even though the authorities to which he was objecting when
he wrote the plays were crooked and perverse, and he still sees them
'■■'
''2' '
■ ' ' : .'■:' '■ - - ' ' ■v-f . : ,
: . ■
'as SUChl 88 .
■ ■■
r-

7p>

^

John van Druteng Playwright at Work(lew Iorks Harpers 1953)g .
. ■ ■i:'
.
.>
' ; ■'

Thus $ Anderson has reproduced elements of plotj eharaeterg and '
theme in his playse Furthermore^ it should be noted that almost all of ■
the reproduction occurs in the earlier play9 Gods of the;Lightning0 !
Of the three elements? only a few examples of character reproduction 1
could be found in the verse dramas Wintersetc
(2)

:

■ .

Simplificationa By simplification 1 mean that a process of

synthesis;pecursj ;the playwright combines several elementsy eliminating
for his purpose unnecessary details«, and making the material easier.for
his audience to comprehend«

' ,. - .

■

In Gods of the Lightning the whole technical subject of ballistics;
"is simplifiedj with only-the one important point brought out— important
technical testimony was prearranged;to-vdeceive;the jury. (p> 55)»V- .
Furthermores the character of Mrs® Lubih was shown to be a. synthesis of
../tyro.;actual-identification witnesses (plj48)

:;

-.

t ^

More examplesof Simplification are found in Winterset <, The only
.argumeht for re-triul in that,drama ISthe fact'that Garth Esdras wabnot called to witness (p® 5o)« Furthermores Garth is the only witness
that we learn about (p® 37)V The characters of Saeeo:and- Vanzetti have
been condensed into the one Bartolomeo Ipmagna (pp® 36> 37) ® ■In each
eases the dramatist has simplified his materialj, making it easier for
the audience to understand®
(3)

"

/ 't ''

,\ .1

1;

'

Elaboration 0 By elaboration 1 mean that the'dramatist has

taken a' particular' detail; from actlaaiity and expanded it, allowing his
imaginatipn to; shape it and carry It forward.

Here I can find no ex- ■

amples in the earlier play«,.but must take them all from Winterset® V

The main character of ffinterset— Ml©— was, formed by this method.,
gaeco ha4 a sons and it was the son that offered the dramatist a new ap
proach to the ease—-an approach from which I believe the artistic pessibilities were greater« The character of Sannt is another example of
elaboration® A suggestion of madness on the part of Thayer is contained
in the words of Thompson before the Governor8s Committee (pp0 40$ 41) ,
And

characterizing the judge as half-mads Anderson has given him

.Lear-like qnalities which make him one of the. greatest figures in the.
verse drama;
=

.

;

1 .v'

v

'

These? then% are the alternatives for the adaptation of historical

material found in Maxwell Anderson8s two plays*— Gods-of the Lightning

■

: and .Winte.rs.et, Let us turn to the two.
■plays.,onCe again« in;an. attempt V
.to suggest possibie relationships between their artistic qualities and
their use of.Listbiieai materlali

. .. .

‘

/

THE TWO' ANDERSON PLAYS

t.

The earlier play,is lacking in the dramatic intensity found in

•.. .

Winterset» To be sure9 there are moments of 1emotion that do occur9 but
tpe author has not captured the- audience and carried it away with him as
he has done -in the verse drama« This., I think? is- because of a basic
difference in the plots of the two 'plays . There is -greater empathy in Wintersets and also greater conflict,

;V

' 1 Regardless of what we think about Bartolomeo Romagnas we feel sorry
for his son who has done no wrong. Hots father was an anarchists and
we may: riot believe in anarchy, His father may-or may not have been a
murderer = But the son is neither an anarchist nor a murderer, and yet—

;::V"v.:v v:'.' v .: '.-;-:- ; ..

; _ : -,'-.

: 77;

because.of his father—-he is an outcast of society? a lonely person» We
sympathize ■with Mios but we may not Sympathize with iaeready and Ca,praro}
who resemble Bartolomeo Romagna in political opinions» .We :understand
MiOj; but we may not understand the protagonists, of" the early plays •
.V; ; I think -there is greater, conflict in the plot of" Winterset than in
that- of Gods- of the'hightnlngo Mio is torn between his devotion to his
father and his love for-Siriamneo

We' see the Strain on his will as he

must choose between the two. It is a personal conflicto.and we can
understand it«, But in Gods of the Lightning'the conflict is' a class con-flict o -lacready and Capraro are to die, bub many people are responsible
for their executions

the judge$:the jury5, the district attorney^ the -

Department of justice, the Sorthfield'-Doch Company s the Governor and
his eommittee-— all have a part in the affair«:
"

:. '

- '
:- ^

:.:

Furthermorey Mio has a choice5, and we are interested in watehing

M m make that choice0 - But there is no choice in Gods of the.Lightning, ?
Iaeready and Gapraro do: not even appear in the final act^ and Rosalie
and the others are helpless« The condemned men are the.victims of a
society belligerent to their typey and not of their own tragic errorso
There are no characters in Gods of the Lightning that I consider so
great as the bitter9 lonely Mio^ the innocent Bliriamne, the raving Gaunts
the pessimistic Esdras'? or the sunken Garth of Winterset> These char
acters have been given more depth of feeling.than ariy of the earlier
play8 and they exhibit a wider range of emotions»

, •

Then, there ig the matter of language0. Winterset is written in .
verse o whereas Gods of the Lightning is not so adorned.

At times the

verse seems Out-of-place» But again it is beautiful^ lifting its

speaker out of the realm of the ebmmonplaee and allowing the drama to
soar to heights-otherwise Impossible«,
•

'

.

-Finallyj, the theme of Winterset is a better one than that of Gods

of the Lightning0 I would-say that the theme:of Winterset is that "love
©onquers hate," whereas, as has been said, that of Gods of the Lightning
is that, "there is a misuse of power by those in a position of authority,"
..

Consider these judgments now in the light of the possibilities for

historloal adaptation discussed earlier in this ehapter,* The first
judgment is that the plot of Winterset is more dramatic than that of
Gods Of the Lightning, has greater audience identification and greater
conflict® We have just seen that the plot of Winterset contains more
^simplification and elaboration of the historical data,.and less repro
duction, whereas •.Gods' of the •Lightning, by contrast, contains more
reproductions
y

The secdnd opinion is that- of the two-plays the characters of

. Winterset -.are the greater» It has been shown that more of the characters
were reproduced from history in the earlier play than in the verse drama.
B y ;contrast, two of the most memorable characters of Winterset— Mio and :;
Gaunt-— were the result of elaboration and of actual- ereation®
As to the language®., we -have seen how Gods of the Lightning repro:duces much of the; actual material, using words,: phrases, .and thoughts

'y

from the mouths of Webster Thayer, Lewis Pelser, and. Vanzetti himself,
' ;Such reproduction would be impossible in a verse drama®

;

:And finally, the. theme of Winterset—-considered the, better of the
,' two— is broader and mpre universal than that;of Gods of the.Lightning,.;
-Which was taken more literally from the historical ease, a factor .which ;

led to Anderson* s edict regarding its revival,,

■

'

v

The conclusion.seems justified., then, that in these two plays

v

reproduction of historical material resulted in an inferior drama while
simplification and elaboration resulted, in .a superior one. The literal:
treatment was unsuccessful and the free and original treatment success
ful.

A. play,, we may conclude, depends- upon emotions, not facts® And

it must arouse the emotions of its audience. '.Because Gods of the ' a " '
Lightning adhered tod closely to the historical facts, and attempted to
reproduce more exactly the Sacco-Vanzetti ease ? it: is more rational:than
emotional.

And because'of.this,:it does not approach the high quality

of Winterset.

a . :.

;

.. v. .'
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